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ABSTRACT .. 1 .. ·. ·' 
.. 
' 
In 1956 A. Newell·and H. A. Simon (with the aid ·of-J. C. s·baw) 
. 
, ..... 
pu·ori·snea- tlie-·f-irs.t paper on th_e Logic Theory ··Machine (L_:T-.J·. In --· .,.--,---------~---~----
.. ----·---· . . - .. --··. ·- .... 
. . 
. ____ ._:__ si_ti_ortal __ logic_. ___ Believing that L. T·., in ~o~y~1.1g p~q~!-~1!1~~ ~-~~~-1:>.~~~d 








-- .- --- -- - - -- -----;,---- -- _,,. . -· 
... 1·. 
,. 
many ch~racteristics of human problem-solving, Newell, Simoµ and 
.. • •. \!. 
' Shaw (N.S.S. ·began to develop a·theory of human problem-solvi~g 
based on This paper purports to provide an exposition, 
critique and evaluation of N.S.S.' 
Since L.T. 's ability to prove 
wo!ii./n this area. 
theorems i-n p.ropositional 
~ 
logic 
_________ !~ higllly depe,ndent upon the use of heuristics, the first section 
·, 
·' 
of this paper provides a definition o·f ·"heuristic" anc} a discussion 
of the various types of heuristics and their relationship to 
problem~solving. The second section is devoted to a func·tional 
. ,. 
description of L.T. In the third section a presentation is given 
of N.S.S .• ' attempt to deve~,op a theory of human pro_blem~solving 
.. 
based on L.T •. The fourth section provides an enumeration of the 
,. 
. 
I . - - /) 
., 
~ , . ....: 
---- - ·- -- -- _._ ___ -- -- - ---
• 
: ·-~-~----·--·-··----· __ · __ .. ·'--"-'· -....:::_. »------·---·-···-log.ical,. psychological .and methodological prob.lems connected with ·-···---:-·----·-. -·..,,,..........-·-------·--···--···-·· 
\ . 
ii this work of N.S.S. By comparing this work of N.S.S. with certain 
. _J 
cur.rent .works in the psy~hology of humari thought and examii;iing . 
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' 
N. S ~ S.' general approach ·with the most conunon ones in the philosophy 
of the social sciences, the fifth ·section provides a framewer·k 'for 
evaluating the novelty and wo_rth of their approach. to human -- --
' ' 
~-problem-solv~ng-.- -----A brief general characteriza-tiort. of the contri- · 
-- -- -- - -- - --------
.. " 
. . .. ., •• • -~-------_..' _,_ ___ • ---- •- ·---------··-·--·-··-~··~-~-·H•,oo~,000'' 
bution of ·N.s.s~ concludes the paper. 
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of doing .. so i~ called a heuristic for that problem." Although· there 




- _ present purposes. A heuristic, then, provides one- with a hunch--. 
,.,.,,., ... 
It, is a kind of guessing. It is intended to be -helpful in the 
solution .of a problem although its fallibility may produce much 
effort wi-th no succ;~~~. __ Tlte _111e>_$~9bvious qu.es.tio_n now. is why in 
-----, --- ---•- ---- - - . 
. ., 
the solution of a problem one would want to employ a heuristic which 
. 
. 
is fallible to an algorithmic process which always,produces the right 
answer, i.e., the problem ,solution. ,. There oare many good reasons, 
I 
two of which are as follows. --- First-,.---fn··1nany problem;..solving a~reas 
no algorithms have yet been found. In fact, in certain areas, we 
., know that' no algorithm will ever be fou-nd. A familiar exaiµple of 
- - _,,._ - -·-
the latter is the first order predicate ·calculus ·which is· undec:~.4~bl_e_,(3) ___ ....... ---~--------- . 
··- ·- . ·-· ____ . .,. '"""... . ' 
. 
t1iat is, no algorithm exist by which for any first ord_er well formed 
I 






' A second reason for the selection of heuristics ov~r algorithms is 
.. ' 
·- --,,--~--- .:_:.. -.:- - --. 
the fact that t_here exist. problem areas ·wherein an algorithm w-ill 
. 
. 
~~,---'-~------always give one a solution but v~ry often. the solution is obtained ;· · · 
. . 
• ---,.··-'·•-•··•·so• ·,, ··'- :,-,···.·.--~--·--"--- '.,_-c_ __ - ,-
f I 
. -·· -- 1 
·-· ·--~- r-
. 




-_ at the co~t_ of a great expenditure of, effort • tn example of this 
is the algorithm developed by Newell, Simon and· Sh_~~ (N.S.S.) to-
prove theorem~ in propositional, logic. C.4) • · TlieY estimate that of the 
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~ sixty-odd theorems that ~·ppear in chapter two of PrinciEia 
.. 
. 
-. -----··--------- ·-~ .. ----- ---·--· . -- -
Mathematica CS) about six would be included in the first 1,000 
. "' 
'I 
.. · _, · ~--·. "· ._ -.. · .· proofs generate_~ by the ~l,gorit~, but that about .. a hundred 
~. . ; ::·: <.~~;7: -__ ·:,·_~-.~~:. -~ -- -- /- -·· . 
. . 
- - ... ------~ ------ ------'-·---.--- .. 
'· 
----~------------------------ __ : ______ ~---~------- ---- ----------------··--
- - ----- ----·million"more.pro-ofs_vJould have to be generated to obt~in all the 
- . . . . -
- - -- , .. ·- .,. ,-·------ -- --·- ---·--- -------~------·-- ·-·-···· - ..... ---· 
. -~-. --
- theorems in the chapter. ~Y employing heuristic devices L. T. 's 
-----:--· .-----····---.. ------· .----··---------···----·-·----·-····-···-···----····-·----···~·-····~-·~···-·· .. -·-··-----. ·--•·.e•• - ··-······· --- - - . . . ' 
.. ---- - ' - ------· 
performance of the same task is much more efficient. __ _ 




Although' th_e above examples are provided to illustrate 
- ----------certain advantages of heuristics over algorithms in problem-solving, 
' 
. it is not intended to generate the impression that in constructing 
. 
. . 
problem-solving programs one selects either heuristics, o·r algorithms, 
·.:; 
but not l both. . Indeed, the movement ,today seems to be toward the 
------.---~------------- ...... 
development _of problem-solving programs that incorporate both 
heuristics and algorithms in a complementary fashion.(6)(7) 
,;\,"Having provided at least an intuitive definition of 
* 
"heuristic", it is now possible t·o be more specific and identify . 
ff------- -- - -- - - -- --~------- - ---
l!-----~-------------1ft-tottu11r~-cgnett11n;errr-a--al--types---of-- -heu-r-i-s--ties- -used-- in--p-rublem~-s-olving. 




problem can be viewed as a problem of determining a sequence_ of 
. 
---------------- - ---- ---
- -·- ----• --
q 
. -- •...... ,~····"-·--·--"' ·········-~···-·---,~.-...-.~·--·~~----~-···----~~.---~··-
· · · .. ·· ' · · transfonnations leading from a giv~n · situation to a desired situation. 
' . ' \~ 
All .possible sequences of applying transformationsv __ to. t~~ _initial _______ _ 
----------------------------------- ----:-_,_-___ --C~.--_-_--· ----·--·-----------· .. ··-··-·---··---------
------·- r' - ----,-------------~---· ------ -----·---
. 
.. - - - . - "Mi' 
. .·' 
'~ 
situation (S) in an attempt to reach the desired situation (Sd) can 
· --be_ represented in a tree _ diagram. S 
• • - .... '.!' •. 
J . ,. .. 
-·---------· .,------- ~------'---~------- --.---· -~ ·-·- r·----:- -
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' - . 
-·transformations is.usually £i1:1ite, and moreover, for any given node, it 
. is usually not the~_ c~s~" c-th~J: _ail ___ t1;c1nsfonnations ·are defined on ··it~:. 
I - ' 
. _,.,.., ... , 
-----,----
--- - ---,·- .... 
. ··-- -- . -· .... .~' ·--
, .r ! 
. . .,.· 
.- •• '• -- ... 
--- -•···--·--- --; ------.~-- -••··--~--r~~···-··-••·--··•-·· •· • ' 
-~~ __ .. i ---~-~ . ·~=--However, --~he-~above dta·g·ranr·i-s- an--.atternpt- :·Eo ·show the problem tl·ee for· ' 
... _____ ., ___________________ _ 
' 
- --... --·-·--~~----~--·- ----·-.. ··---- -· 
. I 
·-
' ______ ....L_. 
------- ------
) 
------------ .. ' . 
the most general sit_ua_t_i_on._~-~---~-----=--_:_~--~----___:__--:-------...----'---~-~~ .,_. ______ - ------ ---;--
i Calling each 'transformation a method, and calling the _ _._ .- -·· -.--.-.-·------··· ----·- ----~-\ 
~-in-itial pr9blem s-ituation and: each problem situation that is generated . . 
from the initial problem situation by some sequence of--me-th·o-ds a 
"node", the four general types of heuristic generally u$ed in 
problem-solving a~e (1) method heuristics, (2) node heuristics, 
-(3) semantic model heuristics, and (4) analogous model heuristics. 
(1) A method heuristic is a device,.,)that selects certain 
' 
'. methods to be applied to a node already chosen. If one, had reached 
Ill:!::~------------ - -the n-·th st§p in an attempted proof tl)at a certain wff in logic is 
" -
.... . 
-a theorem, then in this. context, a heuristic method would be ___ any__~ ---~-
device that would specify that only certain rules of inference should 





then-th step • 
---·-· ·---~-·---~~·-·-·- ,- --
- ---- -· . ··-· -- - ---~·--·-··--··· -
···•"·•· ...... ---·······-····-··--~-~---- ...... _ 
(2) A no9e heuristic is any device that selects from all· 
----------
--_-::_·----~-
consider the caEJe ·of trying to prove a theorem i·n logic. If one has 
- --------- - -- --~· ------ ---,---'---------''--,-----
- ----·----- -- -~--- ----··--·----
-- -
-----
·---- --~- ------ ____,._ -- - - -
taken a particular axiom and has applied n rules of inference to the 
given axiom, the result· would be n logic expressions each with the·. 
. --~ 
- - _. ____ · .. - --- ... - ~· - -
! . . . 
\ 
. . 
- --- - - _-- ·:-~:--_--- ·. -~..::_-_---_ 
. I·· .. 
--·. -~ --~ .. -·. -~-·---.----·-,------·- . - -- -.. 





. - - -. ·, . --~\" ···-.-... -..., .,.,.. .•. :· ~ .. 
I ' 
property that--it can be de~ived from the given axiom by one _appli- _ . I. I 
• '·'~ •• - •• .------ ~'.· ' - - _11 •• .:-·· • ' 
·,· • 
. ; •, f . ,:t . : . cation of only one rule of inference~ In thi·s context, -a node 
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. logic expr~ssion to work on next in an attempt to prove the desired 
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. - ·,· 
-- - ' .... - . --
------~-- ______ ~ , ___ ..._ ___ ·_··- ·:---~-~ac~~-~ the same log·ical context as another but be infinitel~ ~o~e 
-~-,--~----
. ·: __ -=:_-__-_---: __ : - ~- -.--....... :____ '--" _-' 
valuable than the other if it is stated in such a way as to be ·.:.... ··--···--··--···--· ·- . 
,I 
. . -
. ---· ---··---·- ··--· ---· ·--- --- ---
eastly m~~ipulated, so that its logical context is actually 
i" 
-~----- ·--~ __ (psychologically) available to the inquirer." When a given formal 
. I 
I . 
sy~tem is prov-ided with a semantic model, the .formal system __ ,nd its 
semantic ·model are identical in logical ·context, that is, what is 
. accessible by the rules of inference in. the formal system is equal.ly 




' •• -~4 
,. i 
--- -- --- --1 --- -
ru es. However, an· individual may find it psychologically easier-------'----------"-'---. ..,. 
to work with the semantic model since it provides ''meaning" to the -. 
.. -----~ ~- __________ s_ymbo_ls involved. A good example of the use of a semantic model 
.. 
; 
-~·--- . -- - - -- - ------
---- - - -~ --- -
would be in the proof of a wff qf a Boolean algebra ·which can be 
interpreted .as~--the propositional calculus. Tht1~,, the propositional 
calculus could serve as a semantic model heuristic. Proof.of a wff 
in the Bqolean algebra could be more easily obtained by first~. 





_ · ~qgic. Since there exists a. 1-1 ·correspondence between a." formal 
~--:----:-,--:---:---c, .'-:-:: .. :::=-... --CC-.. ,---, ----_-__ .,...-.  -~ ". ~--__._.....,.-···-----
---- -···---------=------, --·------ --
.. - -- -- -· --- - - --·--
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------' ~---·-··-·-· ·-·------- ----- -- -- ---.------~-------. .. 
- - -·.: . -- ~ .. "" ,. -:.,,' -
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. _.J. 
·-· . ·-----·······--.,..--:-----------· -· . ---~---· -
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- -_ -·-. __ .... c- --~-- --~-------· ----
system and any semantic interpretation of it, the use of a mapping 
• ti • 
· i.$ all that is needed to obtain the proof in the formal system given - - ------·-·-·--· - ·------ . • 1······· 
a .proof in the semantic model • 
' (4) A~alogous _model heuristic. An analogous model. differs -~. 
-· =---=· =·::::;=.::==·=···· ...... 
•'. 
~... . 
from a semantic·model in, that ·there is no 1-1 correspondence between .,.. ... 
. . .
 . ' 
·- .. - -····· -···· ---,·-· ·----·--.' ~·--··-····-
the .elements and opei;-ations. of the problem situation ~nd the elements·· 
. \ 
I • . .j 
' ·I, .• i 
.. , r:· "l 
. ., 
•r• • .l ;..---'; ·~ - · . .• ,'-.-~!- -_- ,_ ;--•-- -
. . ' - -. ~ ; .. ,. - -. ' -
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.6 
· ··and operations ·o·f the analogous model. Basically, the use of ·an '' 
. ' 
... •:i '~ 
analogous.model is an attempt to: ' ,. ' 
\ . ' 
·-------------,, - .. --· ·-- .-- ' -- ----..--------· - ----· ·.· -------- - - . 
' . _ (a) trans fonn the or~ginal pro·b-1-em·---into'· · a- 0 proJ>lem -that- -is~-·---:-=-:~,~---~ · -'.- --c·: ; . 
easier to solve, I·_ - --• ·----·-··----·-- ----~-------- ----- ----- -------- -------- -- -·-~-.,.. •.. --- ·-·--"-- ... ·------· - . ·- - ---
(b) solve the easier problem, 
--· ·---· ····-----:-·-··-- ------ .. --- ---~--- --=-===--=-----~-,·--------::.:·:-=. ____ ~---------- . ' :---- - , .. -
-·------~~-~~- .. -- -_ -- --- ~ --'. --- . -· . -~------
_(c), use the sequence_ of steps in the soluti.on_ of the _e_asier 
/, - \ I 
problem as a guide· to a solµtion of the harder problem-.=-- - ----------- - --- -
,, 
•r In the·u$e of an analogous model, there is no g~arantee ihat the 
~-·~,' ~-------------··- --- --- -
\ steps used in the solution of the easier problem will be useful in· 
' 






-··determining the steps of the solu·tion· c>'f .. th.tf-·re .. aI problem. As an· 
' 
example of the use of an analogous model.in problem-solving consider 
the following. Suppose.one is trying to solve a problem involving 
'· 
a three-dimensional figure. One example of an analogous model 
heuristic,.would be_the attempt to take a two-dimensional projection 
of that ·figure, solve the ·problem in two-dimensions, and then U$e 
the steps in th,is so.lution as a guide· to the steps to be taken in. 




""'-·----·-----~-.. ...:---·--·····,,..·-·-.;-.. -... ~--~--··--·----·-----·- ________ ---· ___ ~9~t heuristic programs. wi 11 contain some· combination of 
. .~ 
........ -·------ --- - . ··--·--····-----
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' - . II A Functional Description of L.T. .. ' 'ti• 
. . . 
. >-
..;_."-!. .. ·• t 
_____ ____,~--,----·--·----- In this_.__s_e_c-_tio.n,. a reason~bly· thorough function~l ~ · 
.• -- - --- - -----~~:-----:-·----·---- -- •· 'I 





N.s.s.ClO) although cither des~riptions-ex!st.(fl)(i2) From the 
' .. 
-1..,_-.-·. 
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- •y· . -- ----···-











. - --- --
' I 
- program design. In later sections~·variants of L.T. will be n6ted 
-- .. ;., ·---··----- --~---
. only when necessary. 
L.T. is a complex information processing system capable 
of proving theorems in propositional loglc.(13) Basically, an 
information processing system consists of a set of memories and a 
--
set of infonnation p·rocesses. The memories serve as the inputs 
and outputs for the information processes. A memory is a place 
that holds information over time in the form of symbols. These 
symbols are said to ~unction as infonnation entirely by virt~e of 
their capacity to make the information processes act differentially. 
Viewing them mathematically, the infonnation processes41re functions 




•• , t 
., 
' 
lh---~-·..:....· ~~..,.c...:.--------·Pr--U-t. __ memo r ie S-.--:---The .. s.e.t---o-f---e~lemen-ta:r¥-info-nna-t iea---p·ree-es-ses--·is-
" . . . 




•.. cha-racteristics of symbols and memories are specified •.... , · 
- .,, ' In the above paragraph, L.T. was described as a complex 
- ..• 
-- ·-- ....... ___ · - --.-.------- ,• .. -- ---·· --- . 
. 
. . . ' 
. . 
_____ · ___ ·. · :~---· __ :. · ~-:--;---~-information -proce~-s.ing -system. ··-· Now_, by ''comp-lex"---i--s- me·ant.::---~------. -· J. 
. --- .. _ -- --.. -· --- ----------'- __ .:..~ .--~, --- -----,--- . ,. --~--::- '. - . _,_ ·-----·- -,-- ---.--·--·. ---. ,.._ ···-. -- - . -
a) the.re is a 'large number .o~ differen·t kinds of processes' all_ of . ./ ;:-
. ·:-··· -.-::··-···:-----:--· - .::. ' ~~---·······. ~ .' ---··-·----------- ,',c ·; : •.• ~--•• ••• :_r-- • ,4-;-·• .:,,.-., ·••- -,- •, - ---- "• • ---~-- - ---·---,-----·-----·- ... ·--·. 
''' .. 
--- . 
. .. '··,.---·.----- . 
___ :_. ~--. ' .. - - . which are important, although-not necessarily essential, to the 
,, .· • ,,-•l',; 
. ~ 
· r · 'performance of the tot·a1 ~ys tem; 
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' .... :,. 
. : .... 
·. b) the uses of the processes are not _fixed and invariable, but are 
\ / 
,!' 
highly contingent up·on the outco~es: of previpus processes_and ____ oa. _____ ___, ___ · ---I 
0 .,.' ' " · ,n 
I,., • ~ 
· • ~,- .'I ... _,/ - . . • ' -· ··t! __ '._ ___ .,. - ,• --~-·......- --;-· '. information received· from the ·environment;. 
1 - . . .... L.:. ·-----. ·-··-- -
. - •...... , . •·· - ------- -~·-----··- -···-· ~-- ·----· -- ···-·--·· -·------·--·--·- -- .. ~ ·- -·--~---·----,--- -·-•·,-- . .,- .. , ···-.--~· -
____ :_~-~----:---.-.~~--:~ ~ ------- -----·----- -- c..) ·• the same processes a re used in many -di£ ferent __ :_contexts t~ accomplish~--. -- -=:----,---._.--·.:~: ... - -.. _-·-· 
.. 
simila'r functions towards different ends, and this often results ·in 
- .... .,__ -
• r • ' 
·-·---·---· ...... ---------------···------·-·--------·--·--·------·- -,-~ ---- . ·-- ·--• ----·----------·---·----------·-----~-------~-----~-- ·---·. -~--- - ------- . . - ... - - -- ·- ,.----- .... --- ---·--·-- - . - --- -- -------
. 
_J • 
-···- .... : - organizations of process.-es, t~at are hiera-rc~hial, -r-terative, ·and .. --- - ~·--- ··-···------ ·--------. 
- / _ 
__ _ --~:_:-:·:_~-~----·~-~--- ~ · rec.ursi ve .· in nature •. 
·~ .... 
. I 
I I . 
. -- ·-· - - -----·-,--
o' /' ~ -'· 
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,t·,. . ·- -
-
· This preliminar~ notio~of .~L.¢.9mple~ informa~i;n-;rocessing 
system should' become consider;~bly clearer from the following descrip-
tion~ of how the Logic Theory Machine functions. 
. . 
The function of L.T~, that is the task for which it was 
designed, is to prove that ~ertain expressions in propositional~ 




specifi~d rules of inference from a s.et of primitive sentences o·r -~---- ~-
axioms. The language used is the connnon one for ·propositional logic. 
, 
The variables (atomic sentences) are repres~nted by p, q, r, A, B, 
etc. The connectives used are: ~(not), v(t,r), ~ (implies). The 
. .· 
connectives are used to combine the variables into expressions 
.. (molecular sentences) e.g., (-p-) -~ (q v -p). The two connectives,, 
···-- ., .J {, 









defined iri terms of - and· v·, i. e ~, p=) q =df - p v q (def. 1.01) • 
. -.--·,/_ The five axiom~ that are post~lated to be true are: 
·, ___ : _____ ~ 
1.2 (p V q) 9 .p 
-·- ---- -- -- ----------- -~ --·-- -- --·--.- ~ - ----- --
_:· __ ,, ______ ·-··-·--·----·------· ----· ---·-
'. -,---,--: -•--• ----·-·•:. .. _.__..,_ .. ,. . , __ :,y~•-~-·~---r-:-·~--------·---•·•····-··-- .. 
1.3 
1.4 
., .; -1.s 
1.6 
. .. ' . 
• . 4 
'. 
p:> (q V p) - -- - -~-
. . .. 
(p V q) + (q V p) 
.., 
(p v (q_v ·_r)) ~ q.·v· _(p v r) · "' 
'(p, ·= . ·q) ~ ((r: v p) :)· _ (r v q)) 
·--~ . ' 
,... ..•. .. . -· --- - .. -·; -- ·, 
_, ____ . :- -r .- ... --; ·'-·.- ·-·-· 
- - - ... -·. ·-- ---· ------; -- -··----- -·. 
- ..... -. -- -- --- -- .- -- . -.- ··: = -·-- - -- -. __ · ""--:,·y- _, . ' 
. ' ' 
. I . 
•. . ' ·J 
, I 
. , ... 
' . 
If••' 
• I ., 
,: • l"'.~ , • ... _', 
• '<1 • 
I , 
.. . ., . - 9 
\ . . 
.- .,. • 0 
. ··..--·: . : '-'-, .. ,Each of these axioms is stored on a list in the theorem, ··•. ' 
~·• • . .... . ---- .•.. .:,.t». 
.. . 
· memory, T, with all· its variables marked free, tµat is,capable of .• . ··,. 
' ' ~- '. ~ " '. . ' 
. ·-- . ___ ;, ··, . ·.·· .:~. :·.·. su.b_sti tutiQn. 
. . . "'-. 
. . ~ . 
Now_, given an ·expression. to be "provJ~n, L. T. at.t_~mp~s·----,.........~ . ... . .. 
. . : ·- .. - . ' . ' -·--t 
. r'--
--- ........ ... 
. .· ·'., 
-~=··-····.·.·,-~ -~--_-,-·----~-~-"···---~=·::~_Qfc ... t-1t'Q_Qf __ J,1y:_~_y~-~- :Qf·· .... tb_~_~e ____ lll~.iJl .... m~th9_d~_-_._ s;1.1bs··titµ_tJ.on,~_g~ta<=.hritent-,_·_ .~-· cc. · .. ::·::c.:::·-~~: .. ;_--~--~--.. =--:~--~~~----:i·--=~;-~·.:·~--~-- > 
' i:· 







' _____ '.._ --- ,·;- ----- ·--.---:-·------------·- i 
. . " ......... 
- - -- ----- _____ ......,~-
-·- -- -- -- -----· -- Before .. explai.ning .. -each of. these methods,· ft is best: to .. ---···-··------c-·-· ----- . .,~ 
• 
• 
-----~'--~~---~~~~-~~~-~-~-·-------_ .. ··-·point out that for any expression L.T. is able to assign to it a 
" . , .. 
. 
.. . .,_ ,, ______ _ 
_..., ...,. ·-·-:. ···---·-~--- -··--- ---- •· -
I, 
---- ---·· .. -·-
unique triple of numbers· (K,J ,H) •. This unique triple is determined 
~d • • "•• - • -·-• ••• ,.,,,.., ... , .. -•.•- •••-• •• •- ••• • O - •-'• • • • - - • - -------·----·· .. •--~-~-•L -.- -
__ ____, ___ ... . ......... ~- ... -· 
,;, 1,.,,..). 
as· follows. Consider-·the fact that any expression (e.g. -p :) 
. , 
,.,..- ... -- .. --.. ·~ ··--·--·-··-·--~-·--------·----~- - - -
. . I . " - ··------ --~~-...,-·- --70c.~·· --- -- --· -- --
., 
(q v -p) can be written in a tree fonn: 
' . 
MAIN EL.EHEHT ~ 
• o' 
-~~----- : --...--- - ---·- ----------
6EFT _ 
svt,El,EHtNT 
. £ \~t4T 
5V8ELENEN:t 
.. , 
- ,----\.. .... --
. 
~p -~ 4"a--' 
'~ P:L r _r - ·· 
q i ( . ' . 





--- ~&JaJtI .. 
_ .. SU8EX f RESff Qfj 
-~ 
Now K = the number of levels in'. the expression. The number of 
levels· corresponds to one plus the maximum number of letters 
... 
. --~- ---------------------· ------~- ···---· ----- -- in- p· for any element in the expression • 




.~ , .... 
n----~--'-:-..,.....,---,--,-----&Jr....-.'=-the number of variable place~- .in_an___expres s ionc..s.•-------~-----
;·_. · .. ··- _·_ ': . . , ·. ~ •-.~ .. 
. ' 
Thus, for (-p) =)- (q v -p)_ (K, J, H).: (3,2,3) 
• • f - • 
- - ----~-:-.· -- ---· ----· \ 
. 
. -- -- .. -- . 
' -
"Having noted this, attention is now turned to a description 
_"' ___ . ___ -:._ __ ,_::~:.}._~ .::---=---~ .:.-."'r -
( . 
of. how each of the three me 1thods (substituti<.?P, detachmen.~, chaining) ... 
· ~~~~~-:_;_ ~::~:: --~ ---·- --- · · · is used- ·in. proving theorems from the gi:ven axioms. --~------·· .. _' ---- ·.::·. '-----·· --- ' 
-·-- __ ,_. , 
! . 
· · The method ol substitution works as follows-. Given an <> · 
•i .. '· -'. 
.-;·.~ ! 
. ,j' 
' .'-L-, .. , v• :·, _,_,, •• • ' ' -·....---' •-•· 
- ·_ /' . ,., 
· •· .•. · ·· -1 expression to be p_roven; a search is. made of the axiom list, for an 
I. 
·. r- ' . ,· 
: . axiom .that is ."similar" (a notion t~J>e soon definea) to t'he given.· 
. ' . ~ ' 
I 
I 
. . I 
' ,, 
, ,1', t 
. i . ' 
. ' 
. ••l<c 
. '~·~'. ·r 
. I . 
'' ;~ . 
. . .. ' . 
' . ·-- ~~: 
' I· 
.~_ .. _· .. - ~ ... 
'\ • .. 
\., r 
',-., •.; 
I .. , '"• 
', ·,. ',,. .. .. 'l-
. . 
.... ;· . 
I .. ' 








de ~tne d). · it with .the expr~ssion to be proven. If the match is success- // r. 
. '\ . . 
. . . 
. 
.............................. -.-"'..----~--..,.....-j ful, ·the- expression· is proved; if the list of axiom·s is exhauste~ __ _ 
. ·--~:.~---
0
·-~-~-----~=:~. -~~-~--~~~~; ___ ;~·wit~q~E..J'! .. <?~U~ing __ a __ ma_~c~' the method_ 1:'14:l_~---~~-! .. b~~. 
-- -_ -·-:--:._ •------<,-----_;_, __ --- - . _________ ;.- ____ ·,--·· 




. . The· above notion of "similarity" is now defined, - It has ~-- - .,. -





..... --------· -- -----·· ~- - --------;-··-··-· . 
----- ----- - - -- . 
' 
. . already- been' mentioned how it is possible to compute· a unique triple 
:.._:..__:.· __ - .:.__----· ---,-~ - -.:- . -, 
. . 
···· -of numbers (K,J ,H) for any given expression. 'Now consider the -··------,- -- -· - --- -- '. -· - .--- -· ~--··---·-·· --- -·------ -- ·-·---- -·· 
- --~·- ----- --- ' ·-----------.-------------------
expression. (pd) -p) => -p. 
. . 
' ·, It should ~~e clear that fo.r this expression, - - - ·-~'--"'- ----... 
...... ---·---···--·----~--·-·- -
c,c,~.· .. ·,,----~--~--- .. .C~ ......... ~ ·-(K,J,H) = (3,1,3). Now for this expression (call it express-ion- 2.01), -· ------~ 
... 
~'- .. - .. -___ . ----- ... 
the fact that its unique triple is (3,1,3) is written as: D(2.-0l) :: · 
(3,1,3). In a.very similar fashion, one is able to write descriptions 





·sub-expression to the right and to the left of the main connective. 
... . Clearly,_f_or each such sub-expressions, DL(2.0l): (2,1,2) and 
·1. - ;_ - DR(2.0l) : (1, 1, 1) · where DR and DL in-dicate the unique · triple (K,J,H). 
· .. 
j.. 
for the left and right sub-expressions (i.e. (p:') -p) '~d -p 
""'"" 
respectively) of the given expression, 2.01. 
Now, two expres~ion, x and y are defined ·to be simila.r. 
' . 
if they have identical left and right descriptions, that is, if 
.. 
' 
DL(x):DL(y) ~nd DR(x):DR(y). 
~---............... ~~~~· ~....,,....,.,..___ --{}-------.-------·---·-··--·-------·-·-·----.·--·-· ______ ::-,-
So, two expression, x ·and y are defined.to 1}e similar 
-~= .. ·,=-.. =·· .. ·=·-·~'----~-----~~-i~ -they~have-i-d·entical left and right descriptions, that is, if-. 
--- ·--·-
- -- . - __ _. ... -- . --·-- ·- - . . .. \ 
DL(x):DL(y) and DR(x):DR(y). · The routine for determining whether 
---- •1·• ,,,_,. ···~ . 
. . 
.... __ ·_~'.-· , .. -····-- --·-·· ... 
two theorems are similar, consists of two segments: a description 
. . . 
.. ··-~-~-
segment and a comparison of descript~ons. The description segment · _ _ _____ ... ··----- _ 
\ 
is made ·up o.£ four descriptions .routine, one .. ea·ch· to. coinpute, PL(x), 
, . 
DL(y), · DR(x), DR(y). The comparison segment ·~ made up of two".· · 
\ ' \ . . ! .• 
" .·\ 
I 
•' ~ r • 
. 
; ,,· -,' 
' ' -~ . .~' ' 
I • 
••• ,., -•••M .: •.. ,~-'-"''"••<·•••• .• ( •... ,.,:,,-••••••••"~.' -~-·· ••••••••" •• : .. ,~ ·-•••.'. 
I , • 
.. " •• •••• .•. • '->"••••-•.,t"·, •. , •. »·-H-·-·'<•'-•-••-+--,..,_ ... ~ 
. 
I:': 




























- · compare description routines, one o-f which_compare_s DL(x) with DL(y) 
·and DR(x) with D~(y). So, given an expression to be proved~ L. T • 
•. 
' . . ' 
- . - -----·.···---·-- ----. --··· ~ill first compute DR and_DL of that expression. Then, L.T. will· 
,, ' 









----- ---- --··· ---- ·-------
. TL_ -_____ _- _--- -- ---- .. --"-- ---- -- - --- -- -
. ·Jt; ___ . ______ :._: .. 
-------- --------··- -- -----------·-···· 
expression to be proved. Recalling expressto!} 2.01, that is 
. . r 
. 




- - - ----------- - -
·--l . 
-I° 
- --· ·-· ·---- --·-------- ----·- ~ ----· --. 
' 
to be proven from L.:r. 's axiom list.· It has already been noted that 
----· ··--·-- -·-- .. , ... -.~ - -·· . 
~· 
. 
- ~--- ----- --------------
:,,, -------- --,--- -----,------ ------------ -- ------ - --- -- ·- ----
,,.. l DL ( 2 • 01) ::: .( 2 ~ 1 , 2) and DR: ( 1 ; 1, 1) • The only axiom that is "similar'' .- • -"'-'<i - -
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I 
to this expression is -~.,;io~ __ l._2,_ tllat _i~, __ ~-~ vp) -~ p. Now that L.T. 
has found an axiom s.imilar to the expression to be p·roved~,.L.T •. 
" 
attempts to match the two, that is, L.T. carries ou~ a point.;.by-point 
• 
comparison between 2.01, the expression to be·proved, and 1.2, the 
axiom that is similar. In matching the, two,. one begins-with the main 
connectives, and.works systematically down the tree of the logic 
expressions - always as far as possible'0 to the left. In the present 
case the order in which .one would match is: main connective (P-=none), 
connective of left sub-expression (P=L), left variable of sub-
expression (P•LL), right varic!ble of sub·-expression (P,;LR), and right 
, 
·sub-expression (P:R). To get a clearer understandi.ng of this let us· 
---·-··-·-···-·- . ····-4-
_____________ cons_id_e_r_ ____ the ____ a_c;_tua_l ___ s_teps by which expression 2.01- is-.ma-tched to - ---- ------------------
--~~--~-~-----··----··· --~--. -~~---,.·. -·· ---- ·-------- 2 
axiom 1 •• 
-
--- -· --· ---·---~- -----
The matching routine is carried out as follows: 
. ·'· ... - .. ~ . 2.01 (p:) -p) => -p 
. ' ' 
- .. __ ,. ·- .. - - ~ 
-- . ......, - . .,. . "-'••' ·-·--·- - - -- ---- - --- 1.2 (A v A)-, A 
I 
' f (A is,used instead of p in 1.2 in order to indicate that its variable 
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- -- ------------ --~---- -- - - - -- -is -free).. ·· r 
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' '·, .~- ,--•.,,·-· :~ ..... 
• 
, 1 '. .. ,· I 
I 
·1·. 
, \ -........ ·-·----~-
. 
a. .The maia connectives agree: both a.re · =) · __ ~ ·--..... -~- - -- ·• --·· 
, 
· b ~ P~oceeding, downward , to the left, the connective is .·~ in. 
' ,, I 
• •• ..._! __ 
2.01, but V· in 1.2. To chan.ge · the v to =) it is nee:essa~y .iuM~,,.'u:~, . 
I, 
·- '-. ' .... 
, . I I " , 
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' . 
(by def .1.01)- "to_ have a - before the left-hand A in ·1.2. 
This can be ;.obtained by making the substitution of -B . 
fQ_r A _in __ :_1_·.2.·_ . Having carr_:i..~g_· Ql1t ·this. $Ubst,itut __ i()n·, __ : _., ___ . - ,-- . 
··- ... -... 
' . 
·. . ... ----·····-·· c:.·---:-.~----~--·-·_·_·-___ '._c-~~==:-~=~ C ___ 
1 11~~~~ havi_ng then -~eplaced ( ... _B _V' -B) with (~~ -B) ,. 9ne ·_ _·_:__· ·- '... :: : _____ -··. 
. . : .. - _,...____ '· __ '. - .... '. -----~-- --
~------ ·-----·-~-.' ---~---·---- ----- - -··---··-·----·---,---------------------. - ~-------------------·-- ·--- .-·-----·------------ -- --------'-- ---------···- . ' 
.. 
has t·he following . 
. . I 
' ,· 
. . !' 
. + 
\ 
. ~· • I 
--- ~- ------- ---------- -------- --- -== ·= -=----=---=-.:... -·_ .. ---- ·--· ._· ' ,• . . -·. ~---- _._· -~ --~--- . -_'_ ·- .... ----- ) ---·-· ··---·---~--------------. --- ---·---. _-__ 
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· 2.01 
·-· -· · __ , ___ ----·· . --·---- ·------ - ·--' . --------- ·_ -----. ~- --~~------- .~,.-:_.:-______ - - --- ---- 1 - . . 
-· ----------------~-·------.--------- ----- ··----- - ···-··------ -··-·-· 
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Proc.eeding again .__t9 the left, one finds B in 1. 2 but: 
·pin 2.01 •. Subsiituting p for Bin 1.2, one finds that 
' ~ ' 
. -- ~ --- --
a£ t er recursion through the remaining two elements that 




Thus_, a proof has· been discovered of 2.01. Notice· that this 
method df substitution may be v'iewed as .infonnation process that is-----
- composed of a considerable number of more elementary information 
processes arr~nged to operate· in a highly conditional ~equence. 
t'' 
,, 
Consideration will now be given to ,the method of detachment-• 
,· 
---------------~ -~----~~----- --- --·--
. ' . 
- r 
' the second of three methods by whic~_ -~!._:,; •... proves theorems. The 
principle that underlies. this method is. simply this; Suppose ~./}}.--· 
is asked -t'o prove that expression A· is a theorem; and assume that 
..., 
. 
there are in the theo~em memory two theorems, B and B:) A. By 
- ·------·-------·~---- ----
; . 
application of the rule of detachment to B and B=> A, A is de.rivable 
inunediately. In its actual --use of this method, L.T. employs a more 
... 
. ~--------_g.t;m_enliz._e_d_p_r_o.c.edu.r_e_b_y._c_o~ matching (subs ti.tu tion an--d ~· rlr-le~p.1-..Jli..c.a"""c~e...=-:._--,----
,. ' 
··~ 
ment) with detachment. 
. .. I. .. ' 
Assume that the theorem m~mo~y contains B" 
_; _....,---;: ' ·-- ,' . - ' . . . . . ' ' - .. ~' . . . -
'.1 
and./ B'~ ·A•; that A is o~tainable.froni A' ·by matching;_ ·and that B' ·/ 
.. 
,\ is obtainable fro~ B" 1~~y ,matching. Then, it is. possibl~ to construct 
',I 
. 
.. _,,_ . • : '.. '., --, ' -·-1 ' 
. ' . 
• ~ '1 - • ' ' ' 
. ---- -~ ·--------·--·-· -· --·--·---.-- ----··· -·--· 
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a proof· of A as follows.: 
.• T . 
. ' 
. . 
· 1) By matching with B''., B'· ·is· a theorem; 
t, 
-~~-~~-'~--,-, --'----,,-_ --------.. ---·- .. . . ... ----.. 
... 
~---i: · ·, .. · _- ·'" · · - that A ! is a ... theorem; : , . ---
·------ --···---------.---__:_--__·_·:_~_··--~~~~--·- . ' . ' . -___ ' -_ '' -. . . _ _._ --- -. . .. - ·_·_ ----------- __ : ___ ···-·- ·- --- --~-- --- ·--·--~-- .. __ ... ····-"-··-·------·---··----------·--------~--------~- -________ . ____ _:._~- -- ·- - . _- . ' . . . --:--...... ---___ i.---~----~==~:::-~-~-·· --
• I l 
, 
3). By matching with __ A', A is a _theorem. 
. . 
-1 --- - •.. - .. ·- ..•.. -
'· . 
- ------ -------- --------··- ----- -·------· -----·-- ------·-------------------·.·-··--·---
. .'_ -----------· -----
-.----------------- ---------- _______ .. , ................ _. ______________________________ ..... --- -------··-----·----------. . .. -
.. _./._ .. ,._._ .... _ .......... _ ···.--.. -- .. 
-- ---------·- - -·-·· -····---·-··--'.-----····,... r·~:-
-- - · - - · - -----.----- ----- -- N~~- wi-th this in· mind, the method. of· proof by detachm~l'l~_ c~n _ be jnore __ . _ ----~~-L--~---~-,L ____ _ 
- --- -· ----- -
- ~-·L·---'----··. -- _: -
. __ : .... --- -· ·---····.:.. .. _ ---.---- ------ ·-- ".L..."' .· --,.--· .. ---- . __ ·- ·--·-······-·-· - ·-· ··--·-···· . --·-·----------,--- . -- . . . ---·- --- ... -,;., 
1-1 • . 
. -· -··----·-·-·- ---··--· -----··------ ·-
' , .. 
ful·ly explained as f~llows. ~et· A be the e~pres s_ion to be proveg_ • ___ -_: ---~- ·· ··:·--~--==~~----· ___ ·· 
{ 
_·First,.L.T. searches the axiom list for th~orems i~hose right sides 
are similar to the wholel'>expres-sion ·A. If such an axiom is. found, 
'i 
. ·- ·- . l.. -
.. ........ ___________________________ ..... - - . .. ---"---- --·--" --~--- -- ... -- .. - -- - ---~~-. --'---c-' .$-_ -
·- ... L.T~----then tries-- to-match t:he-right-side. of this ~axiom (call it T) 
to A. If this match is successful, then L.T. attempts to prove - -- ----- ·- -- -- -- -l - . 
.. 
·that the left side of axiom Tis a theorem by the method of sub-
stitution. If this is successful, then A has be~n proven since if· 
. ' -
.. -----------
the le£t side of T is a theorem, then the right side o• T is. a ___ --------------------· ---· 
,.·.··-·-'--·-··- -------·-··----, --~~-.,-.:.~.·-··--~--· ----- --- . 
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'.· 
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. 
. . . ............ ·····- .... ···- .. , ................. - ···--· .... . 
I 
.. ..; 
theo·rem by the method of detachment. But A' can be obtained from 
the right side of T by substitution, thus, A is a theorem. (Note: 
of course, a- check is made to make sure that T has• as a connective). 
(It should be·noted .that· th,e L.T. also employs, if the 
above·method fails, a different criteria of similarity which enables 
.. 
a pro9f by detachment by use of contraction. However, this routine 
" will not be d·iscussed here since its importance is minor). 
.. " 
-Consideration will now b·e ·given to the third method of proof 
... 
'!":"" -· 
t-'--h_a_i:_L_ • .;__T......:._._e_m~p __ lo_y~s-.--_-_t_h_a_t_o_f_"_c_h_a_i___:n_i_n __ g__ ._"_T __h_e_c_h_a_1_·n_ing methog__m_ay.,_b_e __ ......,_--=-· _. ___ __. 
,· 11, 
. 
briefly stated as fol~ows. Given an expression ·to be proved, that 
is of the form A:) C, an attempt is made to prove that t,;-10 other 
_expressions, Am') B. and B=) C are .theorems.··· If Bo/ C and A~ B can be · ·. 
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, · To l,e more sp~cific, given an. expression (of the f0rm A~ C) that is 
- to·· be proven, L.,.T. does the following. It searches the axiom ·l_ist 
'\; y ' 
. . 
...... • .. 
J -,\, 
---- -·----· - - - ---·--.. 
.. ~ -::.·----~ =-:-~~-~:-.:·:.·:_= . __ ;for. a theorem.T(~it:h _____ ~- for a connecti-ve: whos-e~ --left --side -i·s· s·tmilar~-:· ~,, · _· · -
I . 
·- c:;· -
- - .- .. -· ,--·- ' 
. 
to A. An attempt is-then· made to match the· 1eft si~~--~-~:~:T with. ___ A,. __ ---- -~--'-~~ 
........ : ..... .... 




If this is successful, then L.T. has prov.en a theorem of the tfotm 
---------- - -------~-
_____ __.__ -- - ~ - - - -
--- - -··--------- ---···· 
-- --· -- ------, -----
" 
- - . 
-----· -- -- --------~---------· 
~.=2--~~ f(?r_ !, as modified by matchi_llS, ·is of this form. A check --"~--------~~-~=----· __ ----------
is tlien made to see if it is possible to match B ,to C •. If this is ' ' 
- ---- -----------
-- ------- -- -- - -
successful, the theorem is 'proved. If this fails, however, L.T. 
. --- -- - . -- - ---- - ------·----·- ------·· --- -·- ··- ' 
-- ------ - · -:----eon-s-truc-ts--t-he- ·expres-si~n--B~-e and· attempts to -prove this-- expression ____ -
' - - - -... -- ------- -------- .. .---
----
-, ' 
-------- -------- --- -- ---
- ----/ by substitutibn~ If this succee~s, then, L~T. has established the 
• 
,~ 1. :·- . -- ---- _.,_ . . -- -
" ,-. 
I 
• -- r -
· chain A:> B, B:) C and it then cone 1 udes that A:) C has been proven 
. H .. 
according to the transitivity of the syllogism. Now, this procedu11.e 
just described is known as "cha_ining forward." L.T. is also.capable 
~·--------~-0£---He-hai-n-i-ng----baekwards'', that is, in·ord_er to prove.A~C, L.T. will 
.. 
•: 
. - ,-- . 
f 
,-
. ' ~"- -- .. , '. 
. ' 
_j" ____ ..;._ - --·-.. --. -
. '' 
search -for a theorem of the form B:)c,· and- then it will try t~ prove 
A:)B by substi-tution. 
Having descr_ibed the three methods by which L. T. attemp.ts 
. l to prove theorems in propositional logic, attention is now turned' 
. 
. i:o an explanation of the sequence by which -these methods are used· • 
--- -- _ _,_ ,.· - ---- -----··-
Such .a sequence or order is detennined by what is known as the 
''executive" routine of the computer program. When a problem is 
posed to L.T., that is, an expression is presented for which a proof 
is soug~t, successive attempts are made to -prove the expression by 
·-- -- -·, ·- . 
. . . - . 
: . ~ 
. . \. 
., ...... -







·the· methods of substitut.ion, detachment and chaining, respectively~ 
\ 
To explain what happens if the three methods are unsuccessful, it is 
nec~ssary to co~sider the following. It has been noted. that both 
. 
,. 
detachment and chaining ~re two-step methods. Suppose. a proof is 
I, . I -
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;:.- ·:'. • '. ,' r ··\_.,·-·• • • 
sought for an· expression A. ' ,, In use of the detachment, method, an attempt ' 
I \( • 
,· 
. '\... ' 
.. ·: ----. -- ~·------ -------is then made ·to. _fin·d a theorem Ba: A, and, if this is sqccessful, an 
-; ' i ' . 
-_ _. __ , -· . -r·~-··:t• . 
! ~. . 






_'_ \ •': ,· . ,, Let us ·designate the task of proving---c·~~-,--. ·-,.C----~- · - ·1 . . . • -:~- _.-..:...~-:._:-~ ·_.:.;-;-S-"'r~-:-_::__· .·--
. .- . .:_ .::.--1!_ ~- subsidiary problem. --- ·-..:···-·::.-::- ---------- '--· ------------, 
. 
------------~-'-----'-~-~-~-------~--·------·1---------· ·- .. -
... 
Similarl_y,.when an attempt is made to .p.rov-~ -
A=!-~ by chaining, a theorem of the f<J~~1~~2---~~ s_~_~g~~. ____ !f __ Ao/_C __ i~---_~ ~----.~-:.-:.:~~~~=~.:~=f ------~-_...._'---'------:-C- --- ------- - - ........ -.... ---,-------- ....... - .. .-·---·- ...... ------------- __ ., ______________ ...... _.-----·-·------_ ----_- ' 
.. 
' . . ' It 
___ ..,, ___ · -- -- 'successfully proven, an attempt is, then made t:o p_rove C~B-., The task-~----..:~:-~: .... --~-~-------~ -·--·--------;--------- . 
.. ___ .:_ 
-
. .' [ 
·of proving C: Bis also a subsidiary prob!em. .. Now, within both the . 
- ------ . 
., detachment and chaining method, only the method of substitution is ' , 
. 
~ • :~~-· · appiied to the subsidiary pr.eblem. Now if the three main methods of ":1 
proof have failed, L.T. · then selects the "simplest" subs-idiary 
problem ("simplest" means hav~ng the least number of levels, • 1.e., 
the smallest K value) and attempts to prove it by means of detachment - - - -··--- -----.--
--·----·· and chaining. This s~qu·~nce is repeated until some subsidiary problem 
is solved or ,µntil the number of steps involved exceeds a specified 
~, 
' 
-··-- .. - ..a....c .. c-•·-
- -·_ • .,-=-
"stop" limit. In .the latter case, L.T. reports that it cannot solve 
the problem. 
From the above description, it is clear that L. T. exhibi.ts 
. I•·.,· 
' ' the general features of a heuristic problem-solving program described 
... , • 
1 earlier. Briefly, those general features are: . 'l 
... 
· 1) division of problem into subp~oblems, 
'' 
,. 
' • ' I • .•• ,,.-~---- -· - - -;.•• .... 
.2) use of heuristics, viz.: a) method self:!ction~ 
b) node selection, 
·-
•- C • 
---- -- - ---
- -- -- ---- ---
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c) .. semantic model~ 
d)' analogous model,-· 
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. 4) ··- · fall_ibili ty. 
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The firs·t of these four is e.xhibited· _in many ways, .the 'mo.st 
Q • ·, 
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------~-~-----of~.-~!similarity". is used to limit the methods of proofs th~t will be 
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applie" to that axiom in attempting a_ proof. .Thus "similarity" 
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provides a method heuristic for L.T. 
In .selecting which subsidiary prob le~ is -to be.- worked on,~ 
.. 
· L.T. em~loys a notion of "simplicity." (the smallest K value). 
"simplicity" is a node heuristic for L.T. 
So 
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the many iterations of attempting p.roofs b-y substitution is a good 
example. 
L.T. is certainly fallible, that is, it does make mistakes. 
v 
Consider the fact that the wff p~ (p V p) can be simply .,proven b·y 
·.substitution of p for q in the axiom p~ (qVp). However,· this axiom 
would not.be considered for proof by substitution since it fails to 
' ' 
' - . -
satisfy the notion of "similarity"· since their J·· val~es (number of _ 
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I-II L~T ~ and a Theory of Human Problem-Solving ' ' ~. . '.. , I 
... Having described·· in reasonable detail the·· operation of ···-.··· 
1\1/ 
I 1 '·. 
' ' ' 
;,. 
.. 
L. T., discussion is now turned toward its capa6i.ty to provide a basis . 
' ' . 
., 
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The proposed theory· of hum~n problem-solving is based on 
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varying· environmental circumstances in tenns of certain elementary . 
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.. 
infonnati.on processes that it is capabl1e of performing. ·Newell,, 
:Simon and Shaw state that if one considers the organism· to corrs-i-st _____ .. 
,.1 ' 
of effectors,,r~ceptors and a control·system for joining these, then 
C, 
this 'theory is mostly a theory of the cont~o-1 system. Th~ theory · 
postulates, a con·trol system consisting of a number of memories which 
contain symbolized informat~on and are interconnected by various 
o~deri1)8 relations, a number of. prinli~J.ve_ !D.~~~t·i<>!!,p-rocesses 
. 
which operate on the information in the memories, and a perfectl·y 
· definite set of rules for combining these processes into whole 
programs of processing. Thus, an explanation of an observed 
behavior of the organism is provided by a program of primitive 
. information processes that generates this behavior. 
The program of L.T. can be used as a theory (in the sense 
) . 
of a predictor of behavior) in two distinct senses according to 
., 
,, 
__ -----~ewell, ·simon and Shaw.<14) First, it i.s able to make many p'recisE! ___ _ 
predictions that can be tested in detail regarding the area of 
behavior it is designed to handle. Secondly, it will provide· 
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·be cl)inpared 'with characterist·i.cs alre.ady described· in psychological , ,. 
' ' . . , 
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literature. For L.T., Newell, Simon· and 1Shaw limit their connnents 
.. 
to this second typ~ of validation of 1:heir theory since "all of the 
,.·:T_._::- .:· 
available data on the psychology of human problem-solving .are of . 
. ------··-··--- ·.· ____ -.--··-----·----·--~·--------
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of the forms of .·human learning. (15) 
{ 
I 
As Newell, Simon and Shaw poi.nt out_ their term "set" has 
-~--------~-- ... -, • ~ 0 -·~c.-c~~-.-~ sometime·s been defined as ."a read·iness to make a specified response ----
_·_:·.------ ----· .. - ... •· . - --- -· 
, ... - -· - -
. --.- ....... -.. ·~-·------' ........ · -~·. - ---- - -
.•... ·.-·. ·----~ - . ' .. -· 
-··---- ---··-· ·,···-------~-·-·-~r . , ·' 
----··· 
' 
to a specified stimulus," and it (the term) covers a wide variety-
of psychological phenomena. The behavior of L.T. exhibits "set" 
_in several aspects. Moreover, these several evidences of set· 
. 
correspond to .quite different underlying processes. First~ consider· 
' 
the·fact that'after the program bas been l~aded in the hardware 
(computer) of L.T. and the axioms stored in its memory, before L.T • 
will attempt to prove the ·first problem it is given, it will first. 
• I 
I.. 
'1- • "-~, p - • 
- ·- . 
- ---- -- - --·· ·- .- ·"---~ - --
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go through the lis.t--of -ax-ioms and -compute,· for each axiom 9 the uni-qu·e. · -
triple (K,J ,H) _for the -whole. expression. and_ the unique triples · (or 
, ·I 
i ' ; 
·
1 fr:, each of the sub-expressions. As Newell, Simon and Shal"l point out, 
- - - . "" . . -, . 




,.·· ·-·--------· ---- · · · ··· this computation process and·tbe· interval ·of 'time required for i~, 
represent'(functional~y and'phenomenologicaily) a preparatory set 
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. in the sense it· is us4ed in reaction-time exp~riments. Secobd, consider 
I ' 
I. ' . the f~ct that when ·L.j,~. is attempting a particular subproblem it tri.~s ,. .............. . }_,_ .,. -·· ·-- ---', . ti' 
.f' 
' ' . 
-
,· ._ to solve it by the substitution method ~nd then only if that fails does , 
' . 
. 
. --.-.··.·_--··-~·=.' .::· ·.:-.:~· ... --··- .-·--·- ~ ......... \ ..... : 
- ------,-.. _ ... --- .. -_,----.--~-. ...:..---·. ---- .. ··· - -·---
it employ the detachment method ~nd then chaining. ·Now·, when ,it · 
·- . . . -- - -· ··- -- - . ---·- .... - ------- ·- --------- --· .. ----------· - --- ----
.' ,, ~ 
-$81frc nes 'for theorems suitable for ... ,·the substitution method,. it wi-11-----'-------·· .'.... ______ .:. __ ~-.- · 
. . - ---------- - --- -------------- -- - - ------·-··-···-
.... 
----- ---------- ---·-.--
---- -- - -~ --· . -· ----· ----·-·- -- ·---------- -- ------
• 
___________ ··- ~----·_-·· ··~ · ______ not _take .. any.notice. o.f theorems -~that mtght··--·lat·er-~-b-e--·sui~taol--e~-:fot"-~he· · -· :-·:------:_~--~=--~-~---~---~---_:_ 
-- ,- . -·······-·- ·----- ---- - -- --- ------ . ______ :,, - -- --· ·------------~~-----~-----
---~~-------·. 
' ' t 
_. . -. 
----\ 
') 
detachment {diffei;ent similarity tests being ·applied_ in the two cases). 
' 
-----I,-~T. pays exclusive attention to possible candidates for substitution 




' behavior represents a directional set. 
' f 1 -··· ·- ' 
With respec~ to the notion of "insight", Newell; Simon and 
Shaw first note that in p~ychological literature "insight" ·has ·two 
~---·-··---------.:..... _____ --~--·--~· pr~ncipal connotatio·ns: "suddenness" of discovery, and grasp of th.e 
' - ....... . 
- - ·------------0----- ·--· 
........... -
I 
-- - .• -· - ·- -· ---~...!.---- ------ - - _., - - .. - . 
. . 
- -- .,__ ---- - -..- -----
.. ,, - ·1. 
................. 
"structure'' of the problem as evidenced by absence of overt trial-and-
. error. New~ll, Simon and Shaw believe·that L.T.'s program partially 
resolves the "insight" vs. "trial..;and-error" debate. L.T. does 
attempt to prove theorems by trial-and-error procedures; but trial-
and~-error attempts take place in a limited space of all J?Ossible 
: solutions. For example, the use of "similarity" tests greatly i;:educes 
~· the number of- possible solutions that will be attempted •. Thus, ,. 
trial-and-error is no·t a totally arb.itrary technique. The sequence 
. _ ..... ------------'----·-. · .. ,.:...,, ·-- -- .. ~---· . 
_· .· .... - . 
·- .. 
· o·f possible sQlutions :that L.T. attempts does, in fact, depend upon 
_ problem "structure." 
. . ' 
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. L. T. 's program does supply a clear example of concept use in problem , 
.,., . 
solving. This is f·ound 'in the routine for de.scribing theorems and 
searching for theorems "similar" to the problem expression or some , · ··· · 
---,.' . --------·. 
-~ -·---- - -· .. ---
!---------~~~-~~-~-' _____ par~t ___ of it in order to attempt $U_P_$J:i.tutio_ns_, ___ de_tachments, or 
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_ chaini.~g~ • As Newell,, Simon and Shaw state', "All theorems having · 
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Concerning problem-subproblem hterarchy, L.T. employs two 
,,- . - - ~,: '-·~ .. 
I' ' 
-·---- --- ... - -. -· -·--~---·-·~--
-. 
----~-----·--·-----··--------· ·---- ·- . 
_,, ___ --------------==~----------- -types of hierarchies. In attempting to solve a problem, L.T. trie's 
" 
-•-·- -••-•••••••• "' -• ••• L •• - ·-·---------~·--·- • 
-·~-- -~--"---- .. ---~---proofs b'y -~ubstitution.,, then detachmen,t., and then· chaining·. The.· . ·- ----··------ -~ __ ......,._ .. _. __ - . . - - .- -
. - - - ' -:; ... -.. ·.---... --.. ---·------.. _:___~--·----·~---~------~-···-· second more. interesting ~ind of .. hierarchy ·is the. gen~rati<>n of new ·. · - - · -· · ···, .. ~. -··- ··) 
-'-
i __ ' 
expressions to be proven. It has been noted earlier that both 
detachment and chaining method. do not give proofs directly, but,, 
instead, provide new_ alternative expressions to prove. A list of 
1. 
----- - - --------=-----'-----.--------C-------------------11 ------ ----~--------
such subproblems is kept by L.T. and L. T. is able to apply all its 
.. -
- __ ::....._ -·----~ •· .. i/ 
-- -- ··---·· -· - -- - problem-solving methods to them.· Moreover, these methods yield yet 
. . . 
other subproblems, and thus a large network of problems is developed 
• .... 
_during.the course of proving a given ~ogic·expression. The interesting · -. · · · a ••• -~ ---·----- • -
.----~···--
- ------ ~ --·- .. .. -
aspect of such a hierarchy is that it is flexible,·it grows in 
----·----
response to the problem-solving process itself. ,..., 
Newell, Simon and· Shaw believe that the problem-subproblem 
-~~~.·-~ :hierarchy in L}r. 's program is quite comparable with the 1hierarchies. 
/ 
.that have been observed in studies of human problem-solving. 
- . . . 
" . --- '---- ------·-.---·--- --- ----- --
- - ----- --- ------
- -----"-----~-~ . ~------· -···-
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With respect to .lkarning, N.s.s. believe L.T. · possesses.· a - ··--··-------·----.. ·- -
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,, , number of impor_tant learning processes that exhibit some forms o~. 
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N.s.s. define~ learning ·as any more or less last~ng chan~e , . 
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stimulus. By _this d~finition, L.T. learns in··'the· follow·ing,ways. 
-
< •• ,,._ 
- . -
-'l'i~I~,;,, IIIJ/ "">'.''~ 1A 
i When L.T. has proven a theorem, it· stores this theorem 
,. · in .1·ts memory. - Hencefqrth, the theorem i_s available for· the proof 
. -. 'i ' 
,-:· .. 
.• -...,---- . 
-- -- ·-------- - --.------ . " 
-~------'---·--------------- ---
--------~ 
of subsequent theorems. Therefore, tvhether Lo To is able to prove _____ _ 
. __ ---·-~···· .. --,.. theorems depends, in general, on what theorems it has previously ... --- . - --- -
···--·· .... ··- -· . --- --·--· -=------~~------·-··:,-·· ·- .. 
------------------








been asked to prove. - . -·- ---·-·-- - ---- --·------- --- ·•·--·- ----
···--- -~~----· 
•~ (2) L. T. remembers, during· the course of 1·ts attempt to· 
---·- --·---~~ 
prove a theorem, what subproblems it-has already tried to solve. If 
the same problem is presented twice in the course of the attempt at 
'\. "l' 
a proof, L~T. will remember and will not try to solve it a second 
- time if· it has failed a· first. 
(3) In one variant, L.T. remembers what theorems have 
proven useful in the past in conjunction with particular methods· --
·---·-----
- - - - -
and tries these theorems first wh_en applying the method in question.- --- --- -- ---------- -
Hence, although its total repertory of methods remains constant, it 
learns to apply particular methods .in particular ways. 
. .. 
N.S.S. believe that the several types of learning now found 
in L.T •. begin to cast light on the pedagogical_ problems of 1 ''what is 
learned" including the problems of transfer of training. For example, 
if L.T. simply. stored proofs of theorems as it found these, it would · 
' ' 
be able to prove a theorem a second_ time very rapidly, but its 
__ learning.would not transfer at all t.9 new theore111$. __ The s to_~~g_@ ____ o_f __ _ 
--------------
·~- - . ·--·---· -- ----
·--------·- -·- -·-- -·--- ··-··-- .- ---------~-- .-~--. --·· 
I.' . . . -- .. ,- ':·- .. -~::_···, -·:···-- ~----- - --''-· -- -
theo:i-~~__Jas much. broader · transfer value than the s,.tora8e of proofs, . 
since, as already noted, the .proved theore1nsmay bec_~s_ed __ asc· sctepping .. -
;; 
[' ,:---- ----- - ... ------- -:- ":~. - ·... . -- -~ ----- ----- . - ' --· -- -
1; . . . . . :. ._. _ stones I ·. . . . .· . 
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to the proofs -- of ·new theorems. 
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IV · Problems 
. } i ' . \ .... -• 
We now turn to a consideration of cer.tain questi.ons conce.rning t, ', . 
• - ( ' • . ' f. • \ 
. . . ' -N.s.s.• approach to human problem-solving. Before this is done, however,· 
"• •I;'----·',---·-,-·•:· 
' 
------ .----:-r---.-. -~: : ·-- .. ,. 
. let· us give a reasonably clear· summary of what they-~ ~-re ~t.t~mptj.11g _J:9_ , __ ::. ~---· _____ . ___ _ 
~ 
•'·· - . -- -- -··· ----------,",---· --·- ...... -~- .. - .... - -
---· 
- - ----------- ---- -·--- ~- ---- ----- --~-- -·-- --- -- - -
.. _ --·---- - ----·-·- . -------, ·--------~-----·----
. 
1 
- -·- ·-:~:-_ ~-:·=---=----- .. _-- --- do· in the __ way of theory fonnation. • , .. ..! .• - . 
·-------- - ---- ·--,,-····---·---~-- .. ····---------" 
-· · - · _ -- .... : · -.----~-----------The-ir--prop~-a-1--1..-s-~~at·--an-_ indiv,iduai--:-~so--ivtng~~I>-rol,lems--~-oe --- -~:---------~----~---t·--~~--.~--~:--
J-t---~·-----------·---------- ,.----~·--·-----~~------~-- .--·--------- ----- :·-· -- .-- - ·-·· - . - - . . -- --· - --- --· . 
-···--·--·-··· ··----·------~·- -- _· 4 • ._. --- --- --· - • • 
- - ...... ·• - - --... -·-- --- ----;- ----- --·-·-· - -··- -, -:---------- t· -
- __ -__ :: .... -... - .. _ .... --.· . .:. ___ l:-:·_· ______ "7~· -
.... • •. - -
-rega.rded as an information p-r~cessing. system - a notion expla·ined 




···------··-----~. ---··--·-·~--'-~·--·-"·- ---------~----- .. ·~-~~-·-· 
. b~~avior_ of the organism is. provided by a program of primitive 
' ... 
· informat~on pro.cesses that generate _this beh~vior.". Viewed as a 
. ~ 
·' 
··---~--, -- . - . - -·-· -
.. 
. ------ "'---





th.eory of behavior, a p1:ogram .is highly specific in that it represerit_s_ · 
only the behavior of one individual in one ·set of situations. If 
ei·ther t}ie individual or the class of .situationa is changed, the 
program must- be changed. N.s.s. hope, however, t~at important 
simil~rities will oc~ among the programs· which represent the 
behavior of the same individual in different situations, or among 
those which .represent the behavior of different individuals in the 
same situation. Hopefully, a more general theory of the kind of 
behavio-r under study may be developed.. Finally, we note that in 
employing this approach to problem-solving, or some other area, one 
begins by attempting to identify the processes -,involved in the 
- . 
particular kind of thinking under study, and when some hypotheses 
have been formed as to the processes involved, one then attempts to 
write a pr~gram which employs these process·es ~nd w~ich ·simulates 
.. 
-- ------ - -· ·-· - ·- -
----- --· -· .- ----· .. -- ----the thinking of the human individual9' · The objective in writing the 
..... -·--- ·- .:-···-_" __ ·--·--·. ---- - ~-------·-: ·• - -- .. ' '" .,. . . - : .- - --- .. "·····' . 
. _pz:ogram· is no~t: only to achieve the results which the- ·human thinker. ...... . . .. ... ·r-- • . '. ' • •··• :,. -•--•··-·••·• ... ••·•·-•---·· ·----••' --·-"<-··r---·-···---,. ' ', . .,· 
' ' ' 
.. : 
' .. achie:ve·s, but also; ·to emp:~oy ,the· same P!~ces·ses in ·doing so •. 
··-··········-·--·....:·--·-·---- ----- ,,, _______ ·----·. ----·-~---··- - -
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Now, with this "in mind, consider again the above definition 
~ 
~ ~ 






---·---' -.... ~---'", ........... ·:. ·----· _· --··------··· .. • - . ---·· - -
org~nism is provided by a program of pr~~~tive information processes · 
.· . . ' 
~:__that generate ·this behavior." , This appears 'to be a_particularly bad 
-· . 
--- ---------- ---- --·-··· 
--------- ---- -•·--·· .. 
,.-... ,. 
/' .-,, 
. -~ ., .. ·. . '• '- .. 
. 
--- -- ------ ·------- -- ---· - ------- -- -· --- - ~- . 
., ..... ____ . ··--· .. -·-·- -
- --·-· ·----- ~ ·--------·---.. ------·- -
--- --.---.. -···· ·-··-- ........... -
conception of what constitutes an ,.explanation for the. following 
.. 
• ------ · ..,.{,v·--·----·-·,>·- • • 
·- --- __ , ____ ,,___________ -------~ ..... ---------- ·------------------------·-·-···-·'!. __ ..... ,.---- ' . - ' - -------·--··-·· --... · - --· .. ----·; -•- ·------ - ... ..~ .. ' . -
. ' 
·------------------·--·---------------- '~-- - --·-· 
. ' . -
- - ---------------------·~-------------- ----------·--·· ---··-------- --·-·-----··--
--·-·-----
reasons. ,(" 
·Con~!~~!--~ pro_blem-solying. area where-in- there are only-a- ~-- .. ··--·· 
.-.. --·. ·"- .~·:. - .. " --------·--··-
----. -- . -\-- ------- ----- -----"'='"-- ·- -------- -
· -·nnite· -ilumb'er of. indi vidti-a 1 ~prol:>lenrs- (say ·n su-ch -problems)-.· ·A _________ .. ____ · · 
., . -~ 0 . ~. ~- ~. . 
- . 'I 
·--... -- _______ __:__ 




to w_fite on scratch paper _(or say aloud) every step he takes. Let 
us presume that he solves ~hen problems with·no difficulty and we 
have taken care to collect his scratch paper or recorded his talking· 
-
~ ____. ·,. __ -
- -- - ----' --- . ----- --




these n problems at another time.there will be no significant 
diff~rence (assuming for the moment that the notion of "significant 
-~ . 
. 
difference" is intuitively clear) between his ori-ginal solution of 
a problem and his solution of· the ··same problem at a later tim~ • 
• .z,··· ---
.. 
Recall that an information processing program consisted of: 
l. a control system consisting of a number of memories, 
w~ich contain sympolized infonnation and are inter-.: ~ 
connected by various ordering relations; 
. ~ . .. 
; 
-2 . .-. · .a numb-er -of primitive· informa-tton processes -whi-ch-------~-'~ --~~-·-~~---··.·~ 
. -·----.---·---------~-------·-------- - ---- ---.--
I • 
,. operate on the infonna tion in the memories; 
• -- ·- 7·--- ---~-- - -----. -· 
---- .• - .,J •• ·-. 
~. . _-. 
\ .J. a perfectly definite set of rules for. combi.ning- these ';;_' 
•- ---·-- .. · .--·-··--'-·--- - "--··---·-- . ·-_ .. ___________ · ________ . _______ -__ __,... ______ _ 
: ••• ·1 d' 
. - --- --- _. -~-- .. ---··----'-·_:; ____ ; __ '_ .. 
----······ ······-- ------··--·--------·----~·· -
,. I •' • .' • 
. ' . processes into whole programs· of processing~ - - '__; -... _: - - . ~- -2 '~ .:--
·- " --- . ---- -----·-·--·····-•"-•-·""" -· .. ··-·· .... -·-· , ...... ,.. .._ ... . .. ....... 
. .. , --·-·- . . ,, .......... ---.. " . ,., ... , ·:····-\·· 
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r' ' .• _. 
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an infonnation pro~essing_ prog,ram :(in fact, a "complex'' one· as 0 N·.s.s.· · 
' • , ' ' t<- • ' 
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use the term) such that when one of the above n problems is presented 
. ' 
to it, -it prints out the steps that our individual under discussion 
would rse in -the .solution of .the problems ... In short, for each problem 
"'. 
.we sintply·,,store in memory the exact information that we Qbtained fr~m 






--'--------''~-~- -- . -- ------ ,;. ____ . -
.·· .. : _, ....... ·..:.. -- .-.,- ..... . 
----~ 
--· _ -~-.-~~'--~·· ___ _:he individual's scratch paper and/or recording, and simply ,1rite a~--~--------
--···"···--- ···-· ---· -· ---------- ----- -· . -- - . --- ..... --- . ---- -- - _______ ,,_ ---- --------·------· ------------- ------------- -- ------ - .. --p rograni to print out this ·information when the sarne·problem is input 
to the computer. ·Now such a program would satisfy N.S.S.'s definition 
-------·---·---~ ·-------- ---i 





~ ----------------'----------~--¢ng about' this individual .. 's problem-solving ability? This program 
11 
.,i; 





no more "explains" this ii:idiv.idual •s. problem-solving ability than a 
' 
parrot that has been trained to utter certain words (the pr·oblem ~. 
solution steps) when he hears other words (statement of the problem). 
In the discussion above, we mentioned that N.S.S. were 
attempting to develop theories of problem-solving for a given indi-
area bj con~tructing programs that were able to. 
-generate the same behavior as the individual ~nd whose processes. 
exhibited problem-solving features observed in human problem-solvi.ng. 
Let ·!Jle now make a three-fold distinction among: 













_____ _:__._____:.--'---~-------thes·e three are related as follows. By mechanisms is __ · _ 
- ' 
-•~.·-.------- ·--. ---~-----:---mea_nt the. ac;J;ual physical devic.e upon which a given proc~ss or 
( 
. ··-
' .. , __ 
·o1JO combination of., processes are .realized, that is, the processes are · .. 
• ' • u 
• 
,.' 
-· .. --.-·-·--~------------~----· , __ ., ____ ... _ .. ____ . ·-··-.-· -·- - --
· imple~ented on the mechanisms. . In our case, the combination o.f 
. . ' 
-· 
--------.... --·----------,'. -.--- · . --. · pr~cesses in a c.ertain. way is· -the ·program whereas the mechanism ---- ---. -
\ . 
. . 
... is the computer. 
' '. ,, • ii, 
·- . ·, , rr· , 
-Fea ~ut~~ .. ,~re· certain,. as pee ts 
. .. \'. \ . . 
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a process or combination of processes. With this distinction in mind, 
'<? le·t us consider seve~al questions .conce17ning ~ewell, Simon and Shaw's , . .';".,', 




" . ,. - -
•-~ - ~------- --
- .-- - .--.-·-·-:_de-ve~op a theory for an individual in a given. problem-s9lving area. 
. . . -· .. ··-· ....... .,, . - ~-. . .. -·:--·---. 
., . \, 
-- ---- --.,- ···--· ···-····--·---~---·--------·-------~------,----~---· 
At first-;· the ~~th~d -;~-~ms quite simpl~. and direct. At 1:east the - 1 -·-----·-- ·----··-----··-,------- -
__ :______ __,,_._, ____ --·-- .. 
., '·-... 
-· __ .. - - ____ _._. ----
, . 
... ·- - -----, -- - --· -------···· ····--- - - ·- - ----· - - . 
- data gathering ·is simpl_e and direct:· the data is obtained from a '\' 
-~ -- ----------
--------~-~---~-~--------------- --- ,0 
human subject who is asked to use scratch paper as he works a problem, 
' I 













.·~: .. ·· -··processes that the given individual ·employs in solving the problem 
~-·-~~=-~~-----------· --------=--· ---------- - - - -- --- - - -- - - ' 
in the given area. At this step certain questions.arise. The first 
question is how does one, given a certain amount of data, "identify" 
.the processes that the individual uses. Now, one cannot directly 





\, ··~·-·-~- ...... -
' ---·--
- -., .. ., -- - ··--- -------
- ·- - --· 
i - • 
•• 
. 
~ ' ., ·• . 
processes. So-there seem·to be either of two alternatives. First, 
the "identification" of these processes can be an ad hoc affair. 
---
By this is meant that the observer somehow intuitively perceives 
,, 
the processes. ·The l~ck of control and scientific rigor.for such 
an approach is obvious. The other alternativ~ is that the observer 
, 
uses a specific technique or measure to decide for a given.amount of 
data just what processes are being employed by.the individual in 
prol:,lem-s.0..Lving-.--O-f-eours·e-,·-~-fliis -approac-fi~-causes .. one to-question' 
\ 
------




_just what such a technique or measure would look like. Further, _ ----.,~-"~~--~---~~=--=~----,·· 
tp.e-question arises as tzo whether.or not-such a measure or technique 
; .... ~ /,.,_, ·-·-··--·-------
-- - --- -- ____ ., __ --· ------------.. ·-····· 
- - ·-·--···-~----·- --.·---····- -- ·~ -- .. -- ··--"·--------- - ..... 
- ... -. ... ------------.'L ....... -------·· ··-·· 
' 
·. is unique or if there- are other similar measures or te~hniques_. · If 
latter, 'by what criterion or crite'ria do we deci·de which one to employ?' 
-, ',:, 
-------·-- ··-.··'·-····-·---·-· - ·~·' I --- ·-------
I - ' 
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In all probability,'' N.S~s •. would assert that in .their work, 
1:., ' 
as in other areas of science, one gathers certain data on a·- giverr 
' ' 
· range o~ phenomeri~, and based on this dat~ oµe begins to conjectur~ 
.. 
In the area of --~---:-· hypotheses and then tests these hypotheses. (16) 
• ·- --·-·-··--- ------ __ c..__ _ - -·-- - --
- -
---··· ...... ., .. 
.. -- ----·--·- ~~ ·-----·-·- --- - ·----·-·- - -
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•.,.-~ --·-- -., ~ ' 
--
'the observer would speculate as to the processes involved, attempt 
C 
to write a program which employs these pro~esses, and then attempt 
J 
-- "'"- --- ----- - --. ' 
- -
--to test the hypotheses. For --the moment, let us not consider the 
,., ,.;.~ •, ) quest~on of v~rification 9,ut instead a "possible built-in dange.r 




first briefly exam~ne some remarks on how visual experiences become 
organized -- how seeing is possible. -Consider figure one in the 
context of figure two.(17) 
-------------~-~-- .-- ~-· -





i ~ . . ... F .. ··.· .····.·. . . 
--- l __ ... ' .. ,;~.,,.. -~-,.---· --- ~- ·--- -···---__.J, 
(/ 
fig. 1 figo 2 fige 3 · 
.. ' 
------ · "'_·------,-- -- ,_. · --~__: ___ --- -Some people· could not visualize figure one as the head of an antelope·. 
, I 
. ··-·~ ---· ___ .,_ 
•1' • 
. - , ,. I~ 
·r---h 
------- -·,·--- ---
. . _: :· _, - . -
- . ----'-------- •-- - ---·- .. -· 
It is the context that gives one· .. the clue. Consider figure three. -
Some peop-le~might claim that ___ .figure two has no--si~ilarity to figure 
d ' 
' three, although figures two and thre.e are cong~uent. With respe~t 
I . 
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You could 1imagine this appearing in several 
places in a text-boolco .In the re~.evant text 
1 
something different is in question every time: 
here a glass cube, there an inverted open box, 
there a·wire fr~me of ihat shape, there thre~ 
boa:rd_s forming a solid angle o Eac11· t:ime 1 the . 
··text su12xplies the interpretation· of the il-
lustrationo But ive can also see the illi1stra·-
27 
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_____ · -_----_-·_--~-_-_--_-_---·---=-----... __ t-ion novJ __ as one __ thing_,_now ___ a,s ___ ano.ther-o=-::·.::.:S_o_w_e_· -----
in te rpre t it; and see it as we interpret it. ·· .(Itali_cs mine)·. 1 • -·-----------~--- -~--
. 
---- - ···-···- .. · - .. -.. - ----·--·-------- - - ----- •----·-· 
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·fig. 4 
However, the point ·is that ·the context need not be set out explicitly~ 
Often it is "built into" thinking, imagining and picturing. In a 
• 
sense we are set to appreciate the visual aspect of things in certain 
ways. Elements in our experience do ·not'cluster at random. 
~., .·"-
,, 
yet another example -- figure-five.(19) 
I i C .. , 
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·tube viewed from the cathode. 
' . 
< • •.. / 
Would-an.Eskimo baby see.the same 
~·--- ,,, ·-- ~ ~- -·-
-- ----~------
.. 
' . . 
', . 
~ - ------ ·-- __ __.___ ... ----··----·---- --·-
.• ,. 
!.;;;:::.r·,. ------- ----·-~--- ~--~- . -----·- --··------· ··- -·· -- ··---------·-- -·-- .. --- ·---------- ----·- ·----··----·····--------···-------- --·----- --·----------------···--· .. . . ..... ----- ----- - - --- --
~t _ -----~~---- 'thing when looking~ an X-ray tube .. as Sir L11Wre:~e Bragg w~:~~-s::;---~-
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these photons· pass through the cornea, aqueous humous, iris lens, . . ' 
'.,, ·' . 
. 1,, .... 
.. 
and vitreous __ body . of t:heir eyes in the same way. Finally t};leir ·· . 
, 
• retinas are affected. Similar electro-chemical changes occur in ,, ___ ---. -.-.. ·-. -------· ------· ·-----~·-·-··--------- -. . . 
·- ··- - --- - ------------··------· - ... 
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retina· as on the Eskimo baby_'s). However, although they are _-both 
visually aware of the same object, the ways in which they are 
visually aware are c·onsiderably different. (20) - --- --- ·-· ~ ..----'----~-~-------~-----· - .. 
·-----------·------~- -- -~---- ---- -- - -· --··---- ---~---_-··--·.-----~.--.-----,------ -~:---~ -- - 'The polrit of all -this is to illustrate ·that there is a 
I 
....... ___ . 
sense, an ·impor.tant sense, in which ·seeing, o.r observation, ·is a 
"theory-laden" undertal<ing. Observation of x is shaped by prior 
knowledge of x. In other words, inte;;Jetation of xis not some-
-- ------· --- ········--·-
-1' 
-- thing that is done ~x post facto'" of observing x. Interpretation 
is often built-in. The trained musician who hears that an oboe is 
·out~£ tune does not hear the tones and interpret them as being 
-out of tune, but will simply hear the oboe to be out of tune. (21) " 
. 
What has all of this to do with N.S.S.? Well, it appears 
·that N.S.S. have a definite built~in interpretation that would affect 
-their observation. Since their whole approach is based on the notion 
' of a program, any observation of probl.em-solving activity will only_ 
. - - - --------· -·--- - --.. -----~--
·---~ -·--·-- -·· 
.. . ' 
.... 
. 
involve "seeing" that portion of the data for whi·ch a process can be 
constructed that will give this and only this data as output. In 
othe:r words,· N.S.S. would "see" only that subset of the data for 
~~:t1 .. ::c_ ··· t-- _which a program ca~ be written which will produce that·and.-only ~AAt 
• 
. " .. ,.:.;_ ........... ---------·----- · -- ----= .. -_ . .:. __ data... One may ask for ~n:y set of da-ti1 if_a·--p-rogram ___ ca-ti--be written, 
~ "· •• J.~ ,.... ,,..,\,-' • '' ... J 
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" . • • • Now. 
·let us consider some sequence of integers, that·is, some set·of 
·v 
. i.' 
integers .in some order. We now ask the· question whether or not for-








. -- . . .. ' . . ..... ··--. --------~-
--··-----·-·--
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·--· -·-· ·- . ----- - -------v 
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-- ······ ··---,--.:......-- ··-- ·•- --
·--· --
--------- ·--~---···-···--···-···--- ----- -- ------
-~~
.member o·f ancf n.o other integers. ' The answer-- i-s·--=~no.(22) Phrased ___ _ 
, ' 
. ' . 
-, --~·------·--·--··--
" 
mathematically,. it means. that we know that there are certa.i~ set 
- . 
,---.---~. --~.-- --of- in-£ege-rs--that a_re not recursively enumerable where a. set G 
-------
···-----, .. ·--·· -·-- -- -~--·-
. 
1 
-----,·(of integers) -is recursively enumerable if -there is a program whie,h,., ·~====-~--==---~ 
. . . 
{ ._ ~ 
i 
. .-
:: '·-- :.:_ . ' . 
-~----·-··· 
prints out each l!lem'bel'"_. of M and no o~her integers. (Not~: we h~ve 
... 
; 
not given a r:Lgorous defin.ition of "program" since it would be too 
/ 
involved. However, the term is being used the same way. throughout 
-
and does mean what we call "computer program"). 
Now, to show the possible built-in danger of N.s.s. 
approach, we have only to sho~the relationship of the above to 
their work. The argument will be one from analogy -- hopefully 
a ·good analogy. Let us assume for the mome.nt that ·human problem-
11 
- - - -
solving behavior can be quanti~fied, that is, we could talk about 
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;.·-
--·-- ·-~-.:••uni ts" of problem-solving behavior. Let us then consider P to b·e - -· ----------------·· ----
. 
ll 
the·set of all such units. 
' ------ -- --- -- ------ --------- ·-- ·- -----·----· 
--· ----- ~-
. . _ . . Now why isn't it possible that a p~rson's pr~blem-solving 
--·--"···-··- ·-· ··-··-·-·-·-·-· . ------·--~-----~---"-~ ·-~-·----- .-----·----------·-·-----·-- ------- - -· - -
., 
. . . .· .· .. -.. ' ·_. . ~ .. 
--- - . ··-·--- -·-- -------··-·•··--------·----· - ·---------·-----" ----·--
- .,. 
behav.ior "not_ be recursively enumerable - i.e., you can't write a 
program to reproduce.it. Oue might·object and say that the argument 
based on our mathematical analogy is a -bad one for the -follow,ing 
,' - ,-
-- .. ----~--- ----- ------- ·--··-----. 
--- ---·---
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. · •, 
.... _ ·-_----~~:::~~·-.-- ~---=-:·~----··- c~n be· no program· to r.eproduce the sets) are infinite sets whereas· . \ 
~.ven if we:consider the· problem-solving-activity of the individual's. ·; .. 1\.-;i •• ..· •' .· -· -·· 
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' ,· . ,' ·, ..... 
whole iife it is still finite. This objection is based .on a miscon-
I ception of.what a problem-solving theory or any theory pitrports to do. ·, 
···---------- - ' ' . ' --·--·- ----
~~ A problem-s_<>!ying _ tlle_ot'y does noe--,·tell _ you what the lifetime problem-,--~.--~· 
~. 
J 
-··---:~~-""-,'--~~---_ _:___ ----solving activit-y will be for an individua~;· rather .. a problem~so_~v_;~~,_---~-~ .. '·--·--- ·- .. . .. . . .. 
·-. . 
- . .· -· -· 
. 
- - . 
-- ... , .... ·---, 
. . ·- .. 
- . . . 
--- ---------------. --- .--·--:- ·--- ' .. --- ----
I, 
-~ 
___ -_·--~---_--·-_·-_··-·----,-----..theor-y--is- of -the form-''if-.-.-.-•• ~then.--•• -•• -.-J•--whether--or--no-r--tlre--n-1-ff 




--~~C-----·condition ever actually occurs. Thus, a problem.:solv].rig theo~y would 
--· --- ·:·;· . 
- . --·- - -· ,- - . - .. .... ' 
. 
. 
--···---,.~--- .... ----------~--not-be limited to a finite nUnlber of instances. Inde~d, .a problem-. 
· solving theory of proposit~onal logic would purport to be able -tO-- _.__. ---·------·-:.-.-.-.:-· ··-···· 
, - .,: ______ ... __ .!._ ___________ _ 
, I 
' ______ ,d~~cribe an individual's problem-solving beh~vior in proving any of---~·--~-----:--.· --···-·--·-------- · 
the wf fs. (23) 
P ~ (pvq) 
- - ~ -- --
,·; \ -
r p ;. (p ~ (pvq)) 
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Clearly, then, a problem-solving theory able.to describe. 
problem-solving behavior cannot be limited to a finite number of 
instances. Thus, we cannot argue that a problem-solving theory will 
only concern itself with a finite amount of problem-solving behavior 
and that our mathematical analogy is not a sound one. Indeed, the 
above-=a.na-logy~may not be ~ound (though not for the reason just 
',· 
discussed), however, I think its function is still useful. It 
! . 
____ :_ __ ---------· - ----
I 
-=- .- --"~-' -
----------
- -·---------- -· -- -- ---
, ____ , __ -·-- --········- ···- -···----- --· 
--·--···--··-~-----'--·---~---. -. ·
--c --conveys the point that N.S .s. approach is predicated on the b~lief 
that a thorough account of problem-solving beha_vior can be described . . . 
~ 
.. " ' 
-----··-----·-··- •-----------·----- ~. :., 
· .. '----··-·. · -·-- · · -~c-
- - . ··:· - ----bY---means of-a -program (which, in actuality,~---is.-a .. formal "closed system)·-·-.. ..,...---. 
. ~ 
. { ' s __ \ -~:~~::--~; ___ :· .. ~-----~--:_- .· anq that in their subsequent development of· proble~-solving theory ... ; ' . \ .. \ 
. ' 
' . . . : - -
. ' t 
' 
.·this· premise is not questione_d._(24) .' ·,:.I . 
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-_ · Thus, their observation of problem-solving· behavior is 1 going 
.. 
to be myopic in the sense that they·will only "see" problem-solving-
behavior that can be so -described. Moreover, this becomes a vic:tous 
! ' ~ 
' - ',_ ··- J 
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- - --- ---- --- ·-·-·---·-· ----· - -·- -----·,·· 
'. 
---- - - - ----------------------------·-------------------~---- -- - - . -- ------ . -- . - . 
- .... ----~-----------------------_--behavi·or c~n be_'.th~roughly- des·cribed by a -program (or set of programs) - '-
.... '. -· .L_-· - -- ·- • . - -
' ------ --- -·----------·--·--··--·---··--·------·--··-·-·-·--·---~-----------·------------·------------·------------~--- -··-
·--· .. ._.,. " .. -- --~- ·--·-----· 
- - -·---- --·- -- ·---
. ( - one only "sees" pr~blem~sol ving behavior that can--be- s-o described. . 
I . 
The more successful one is in "seeing" this rtJay, (i.e.-, the more one 
' --- ~ ' 
··-·-----··----~-----------------·-·---· --·· - ·-- ... 
--, "forces" problem-solving data to be· describ .. ed~,¥--..such __ a __ program)-_th.e-~.~-----~-- -~~- ___ -.. -::=-::·.~--
--~-~-......-.~---.--·--··--··-- -~-- -· .. 
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"'"" ... 
___ ..... _ ..... _..__, ........ ~ .............. , ...... ..., ............. -· ... ---·· 
more -entrenched this original prell\ise becomes and the less open it is 
--
to questig.p. This again distorts our subsequent "seeing" even mo~e. 
This is the built-in danger embedded in N.s.s. • approach encompasses. --
Moreover, this problem does not only show itself in the are~ of 




.. Another area of N.s.s.' investigation that .seems question~----------~-~---------_ 
,.;; ..;,:· 
able is that of verification. Recall that N.s.s.(25) believe that· 
~ theory of problem-solving (say, for a given individual in a given 
class of situations) is capable of verification (or validation) in 
·, 
... __ __,_ - -- -- - __ ,_ - - -- '--·-
(1) We can comp·are the problem-solving features (or 
qualitative c~racteristics) that are exhibited by the processes 
r--- --- -- -- '~--- . -- ---~-----·-·-----
- -. of L. T. with qualitative characteristics (or features) of human . . - ·- ·-·- ---"'· -"·-··----·-·--------·--·--·- .. 
_"p~oblem~solving behavior that have been observed in the literaturc.__:=e'---~-
· ;··----of-psychology,. .... ', ' - - - - ----- ---------·- - - ---· -----•----- -------'-·-·-,•-·--· --.. -·-- ·-- . 
'.,,, " 
·.,.. • 0 
_ J2) For a giv_en pr~~lem ()_! _ _j);oblem (in the above cl~s. of 
·~-
.- ··- ...... - ... ~,-. -
-········ ·-·····"-~·~-~ 
. 
situations) we can compare the computer· .print-out of the steps it 
\ 
,-•·-···--·--·-~~-·--' ----'--·-·-·--·-'" ----~------'--~~-~~----------·--· ----·--· -····-·-·····---···-··------·-·· - ' . 
took in problem solution (or· attempted solution) wi'th ·the' steps of \ --
' 
' \' ' 
' - .•• _., ··1 
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Earlie~,· 
,. Let us· now consider ··th·e f·irst type., of veri~ica~ion.· 
. 
• I. we gave an account of the resemblances of certain features of L. T •· 
' . 
_with aspects of the human problem-solving pro·cess (es) as it had been 
' ! 
' . 
. ' . 
----~-~::_ _ __.-·:-,·-.:- ·. --- . .=.·..:-..:..::-~ _ _:_-_ :·· -- -
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. · ' .... : ____________ - -- resemblances under the headings: set, insight, concept forma t~o~, --~ _____ ~~ .. ~-,· -------~·~ .:: _ ... . -- ·:--·-------:---:--·---:-:-:-:--'."":' .. , -- _' - - -- --- -- --- .- ' . .. 
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- . .-mentioned that N.s.s. believe -that L.T. illustrates some, though not 
' /' 
___ ·. all, o.f the forms of human learning. 
i: 






____ -------of validation or-verification, several questions a.rise. First,· ·let-~-- . . . ,, 
- . -
r, 
~- ' .. 
us presume that there exis~s a lis.t (an accurate one) of the m 








' .. ~-·, 
I 
how this list was compiled). Let ·us assume that L.T. exhibits k such 
features (where k is less than m). So, there exists m-k problem-solving 
features (or qualitative~~.-characteristics) that L. T. does not exhibit. 
What interpretation do ~e supply to ... the absence· of these m-k features? · 
Does it mean that L.T. is not a valid theory, or does it mean that 
- ---·- - - - _ .. ---- ----(. 
.. . -- .... ---- -.- ./-------- ·- --- -- . -
.. L.T. is neverthE!J.ess valid because it exhibits k of ·them features, ,. 
' 
/ or does it mean that L.T. is k% valid (whatever that might m:ean)? 
--·-,,~.,-~-· ·- ~·· ·---------- m 
. In short, given that L.T. exhibits k of the m features of human 
problem~solving, how do we then compute the extent to which L.T. 
--------does or does· not provide -a valid- theory? 
... . ' . 
. The above are all valid questions. However, there are even 
' •·}' ' 
·-- .---~ -~ ~ ----- -more fundamental· questions that we should ask concerning verification 
....... ,. T •• -~ 
', J 
of L .•. T. in this .first senpe. This list of features of human 
f 
·---'----'-'-'-~----··-----··"'" - .. problem-solving -- how is it compiled? N.s.s. are apparently worki~g 
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However, if ·L.T. (initially at least) \.is , 
, . 
supposed to represent, or.provide a theory of problem-solving for a 
I -
-· 
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situations, every individual will exhib.it certain_ problem-solving 
·-----~- --- ---
-.-- -·-- --- . -- ~-=-- - _____ --::~~-- - . ·- -




Similarly, for a given individual, it is---a·-·strong 
__ --------~--- . · __ assumption to .believe . that he will- always ·exhibit the sa~e p.r.o:b'femiiio'- =--- __ :...=---~~.:=:=:-.. --- --=:=:~::~~ .:::-~------·-.:-.··· -.-c-~-----=---. - . ___________ .,__ 
--
-··--·· - -·--·· --
, . 
'. 
-· ~,--·~ __,,,....,,., .. ...,., .. --... ~~--r----~---- ...,..,..._..,_ - - ---. 
-- -------····-.--- . .. .. solving' features no matter what -the class o.f situations. /- p ' • 
.-•-, .. ,,,••••-.-,,•••-••T-,.•.oc~..-_,..._J_ .. ~4--•· --~·- .... ~,~--- o• 
· Moreover, there is still an everi more ·furidameritai .. ,_ciif.:.· ·· 
. . . 
---~---------,-- --····--··· - --~--....,~------
ficulty here. Let us assume that for a given individual in a given 
class of situations, we have, by some means, compiled a list of m 
prob~em-solving characteristics (or features) that he exhibits in 
solving or attempting to solve problems in that class of situations. 




·-· ---· - --· -· 
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'. k is less than m). Do we admit then that L.T. does lack these m-k 
features, or do we argue that these m-k features were not "real" 
pro.blem-solv£ng. characteris"tics (or features) of this individual at C ,ca--, •. -~"---'-~'--'---"-...._.,_,. _-•. --, ·J·,· . '--- •- ,· • 
-- -- --- ' -- ----·-
-- --
- · all? In short, will we only "see_" (here the problem arises again) 
as true problem-solving features those features that can.be exhibited 
. -------------..,t---,------
by some process in L.T.? 
---·--- ----
Lastly, if Jle do accept this list of n problem-solving 
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- - ---- -------- --- . 
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'\I I 
literature appears to be very ill-defined and qu~stionable for the 
. ':,1--·-
' . 
. above reasons. 
I 
, .. 
-Earlier we· noted that for L. T •. , N•~-~--S __ • · attem91:e.d _at _ _l_e_a_s t_....:. ·_ ·· ·. · ----~· 
I 





. --· ·--·--·--.;-'--· .... ---·,·····-··· ·- -- - - ,,. 
- - . -·-·· - - ------ -- ~----------------- ---- - - ··. ·--·-- ' 
. ----- ---- -----···-··-- .. .-::---:-:,·-:- -- ---- . :. - .. 
i . ---------- ------'--~---- _ .. -- ------
- ',consisted of showing how L.-T ~ exhibit~d certain prob_leni-soJving ____________________ ·_·,------:-
. --- . 
. ' . --·-·· -· "·-· -·. _-, --'-----·--f~a-tiires----found -- in----t-he----ps-y-c·hol-ogica-1--·ltt·era·ture ;·· -- -__ The par·ticular ·--
. problem-solving- :featur·es. that N.S.S. selected for discussion werE!f-, 
- - ... - --- ·--
- - - - -· 
set, insight, structure of the problem .... subproblem hierarchy, and 
. 
- ------..,-~ ... -----......------~------ --
' . 
. I 
- - - . --
- -- --- -
-------·- ···-----·--·- . -•-'>-------~------··----- - -------
·-----~Q~c;ept;: fonna tion. In addition,, they maintained that L. T. exhib-i-ts-- _..,.._______ Ir 
·! -·--···~,--·· _soD.1~, _ tJlot1gh not all, aspects of human learning. Bef_ore.we examine 
· their second type of·verification it might be worthwhile to show 
- ' 
that in addition to the above noted fact that they fail to supply 
--------- --------------------------- - -- -- ·· a clear definition of the general aspects of their first type of 
-----~-----
' ~ 
verification, they hav~ also failed to presen-t a convincing argument 
that LoT. exhib1ts t·he problem-solving features noted above in any 
-- - ·, 
··significant way. In particular their argument that L.T. exhibits 
set, concept f·ormation and aspects of learning appears to be 
inconvincing in certain respects. _ fj" 
.. ""' .... 1 
-- - - - - --~-----· - ~ 
-~, 
.t We hav_e noted before that N.S.S. claim that L.T. exhibits 
\, 
"directional set" for the following reasons. When L.T. is attempting 
... 
>.?:;', 
-- ~-- - --- ------~ to solve• subproblem it tries to solve it-by the substitution method 
and-- then only if that fails does it employ the detachment method and 
., '"'"'( 
. ,. 
----·------ . then· chaining. - Now when it searches for theorems suitable for th·e 
. . 
,_- :··-'.· .. --··:··:·,-- .· . ___ subst-itution method, it will not take any -noti.ce of theorems that 
' . . 
' .. 
-t 
-- - . ;.._ - _:_ ~:_.· - . _.-. -· -
---· -------,.-------~-~-- _ exclusive att;ention to possible candidates for substitution unt-i-1--
' .. 
. "· ·, .. ' 
· -the theorem lis't has been e:2eh~usted - only then· will L.T .- employ· ,--'. --'-~; ... . :· - : . 
\. 
[':_ 
·. ~--- .r·..:.'='_ :.. - - ·:_ __ -:~: 
. . . 
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the detachment method. ;'N~s--.s. believe ·that this behavior represents 
' 
a directi9nal set. 
. ' 
The above claim that L-~T. exhibits directional set appears 
. 0 ' 
: <' ... ! ' . 
' \·· ···1 . 
- __ ,'. '. -- -- :.. --- - .. 
--
.. - ·-··-· --- ---- --- ----- - - .. 
• • r • 
- -· ... /.., ........ -------~--------~--- -------·.-:.· ------- ----·:---:-· -_-:···· ~ --·-- ----- -·-···--· ·-·--- -----·. . . -· obJ~ect:ionable for the following reasori~-- If we accept the .a'bove i 
'.:~ 
·, . 




-- ---··· ... ---- -·-·-·- ·---' - -- ----~ ' -
. -
- ---- - ------------------------------ --- .. ' - - - - -- -----------------~------------------~---------- -- - - ---~----- - . ···- .-_ ..... -... ----.·---· .. ·---·-··-··-··-··--·----- -----~~----------- ,-~-- -- ··. -- --· -----~~i~~i~~~~=~·;~;-·~-·~~~-~~~~~~~-1~-~~--~~ve-- tr i~ia l ized -- - ~~--~----- -
ij 
i- ----- --··· ~--- :_-. --_~--_ ..-, -. _-.--thf;~~i~:---jon;±d~--tl;fu;~;~~n;--~;~b 1 ~-so l.vi~g -- ; o;ga~~s111-; 
' .. --------·--·-- --·-- -- ---- ·-- -
• • d (human or otherwise) in a~tempting to ~olve a problem must search 
. .. 
. I ~ 
--------~-------fo_r __ the:-__ s_o_lu_ti·on _i_11_ a __ s_pace. (often very ~large) of possible solutions-.---:--\-=- _ ------
---~-Now ·-neurist_ics··may be ___ us-e·a·-cfo .limit~-our· ·sea·rch· to a. certain. sub·set----·-· -
of possible solution. But even· after the heuristics have eliminate& 
our consideration of certain poisible:solutions, we are still faced· 
with the task of examining the remaining possible soiutions. ~ . Clearly, 
----.~- --. .. - .- -·· ··.-
- --· -- - ~ ~ . -- _;,. - . .. -·- -
,,-, 
);:~ -·- ' -
.: .' -·---·-· 
the possible solutions ·must be examined i1t some particular sequence. 
If we accept the above cited behavior of L.T. as exhibiting directional 
pr7"'"'~ 
~ _set, then it follows that any approach· by any •organism' (human or 
' 
otherwise) to solving problems involves or exhibits directional set. 
B·ut if this is so, then we cannot regard directional set as being 
particularly distinctive in any way of human problem-solving. 
if this is the case, then in what sense does the fact that L.T. 
Yet 
exhibits directional set contribute to verifying that L.T. can prov_j.de 
.. 
~- ·_ -- . --··· ----- .- --
. a theory of human problem-solving? The fact that any problem-solv:ing 
..... _ - ____ ,,. _ ___, __ ,,. -·-·----.. -- ------ .. 
. . - -" - . .. ·. ' : ·~ ' . ,'' '. '. . - -
··•otganism 1 will exhibit directional set makes N.S.S. observation of 
L.T. 1s· exhibition of it seem trivial if not redundant. If every 
problem-solving 'organism 8 will exhibit directional set, then in what 
·t·- - ---
- ----,------------------- ----~·--·- 'l. '' 
1 
' -•- , __ ,._h,,_ .. _, __ ... __ • ---·-·--··~-- .. 
---""··------~ --- -·-··--~--· .. --way ·can this fact be of value in attempting to verify that L.T. can , 
' .. ·;. \ ' .. 
.. 
provide ·a tbe'gry of human probl~m-solving? 
- 1 
' 
.. ... . ................ - - -··- _,._ .. _, _____ . - .. . . ·-·--·-- ·-·· ·--- . . 
' . . ' - fl· : 
.. 
'· 
'-, , .. ' 
! . 
.,. 
' ' ' . 
,1. t ' 
! . 
• ,--- _, ___ . ___ 1_ ..• ·.~_··_~-- ••. -.-,.~----·-·•"' - -----·--·-·: -,·\·_~·--·· • . .. -- - ... : . --- - ,- '"- . •-.-.~ ·~-- .~- - - ··,- . -·-·· .. .,_ .~-
. .- -
(It appea~s that ·similar 
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.· . rema.tks could be made 
1






· With respect. to "concept formation" N.~ !s. remarks appear . ., ··· , ..... . , ... ~ 
. 
' ' t~ =-=----- -~:; __ = .~ ~ -~.-'ii~rJ:icularly puzzli~; -C-011s1<1et t-he-f0ll9Wlrii two quoie1Lfrom: the -:: , ·. ·_ ··-~--- -=~- .... 
. 
' 
- ... ~~-·-s-ame--.. p-aper·:-'(.26)---------_ -... ,. ------:--· .·- ________ ..-:.....--------·· ---------,-- --
~·~~-----..:..--·---·-·····~-·-~····-···· 
. --- . - - . -- . -· -
---- ----·--·--- . --·- ·----- ----- ~-
- ---·--··· ----·-- -------·-·-·-·-···--·-- ,--------·---......__ - ...-----·. --
- - .--~.:;.;::..:::...·.-· _...:.----···---~~·-··:.........·-··--···-· .. ----.. ·-·· ····--···-·-··"··-·----······ ...... ,,...... 
' _)_ -Using as· our data the infonnation· provid-ed by L.T:-··---·-- ----,------- --·-------
--~---~ .. ·-----. -- -~~---~-- - as to the methods it tri_es, the sequence of these --~:~=====-:~=-~~~:-~- ----~ -- ----- ----~----------. - ·---·- --- . -· \ 
methods and the theorems employed, 'tie can a,~k: 
whether its procedure shows a1.1y resemblance to 
- ·---- the human problem-solving ·process as it has been · - ----------~---------~ ---- -des~~ibed in psychological .literatureo We.find 
--------:..,..----------·:-that there are, indeed~ ma11y such resemblances, 
. which ~-i!e summar.ize under the · following headings: 
set, insight, concept formation, and the structure 
of the problem-subproblem hierarchy. 
(Italics mine) · The current version of L. T. is mainly a per-f)ormance program, and hence shows no concept fonna tion a -······-----· ---···-···· - --------·------------·--....------- ---~------·---------- ·-- - ~---------·,·· --~~.,......-- --· -- --- ·--~ --. ----- ---- ll,~ 
----,---------'"~ - .. 
-
-- -·-- --,----- - - ···--· ~ - ~ 
.. - - - - ,-.:. 
Whatever their motivation for introducing the phrase "concept formation" 
since L.T. doesn't exhibit it,. they nevertheless, do maintain that 
their program exhibits the use of concepts. In this same paper they 
state: 
There is in the program, however, a cl·earcut 
,, 
example of the use of concepts in problem 
solvingo This is the routine for describing 
theorems and searching for theorems nvsimilar" , 
~o the problem expression or some part of it 
... 
• 
in order to attempt substitutions, detachments, 
or chaininge All theorems having the same 
description exemplify a common concept. 
-- -·-- ----------- - ---- --- -------- --- -------·------ -
---------~- --
Now th~ objection we wish to raise is not that "'i.T. doesn't exhibit 1---~-~---~- --
the use of concepts but that it doesn't exhibit it for.the reasons •, 
- - - --
-
_ in the above qu_ote. To have a concept is to have a· certain a bi lit~.-------,--~· -----·------- ---- ·-----··------~------ +. -
. ' 
_,.,. ·'"''·'"'·'"_"'_····-----'--· ·-- ·--·-·"' "·" .. ,. '' 
· · · · · It is the ability to operate with a certain symbol - to know when to 
... - -
~---~--'----.....,----,----
- -- - -- -
... 
· ·. apply the symbol to some object or experience, and to· know when to. 
' • I' _' 
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must have some ~criterion that enables one to detennine when the symbol 
,. 
1,-. '. ...,_ 
. . . ., . 
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. ·,·~· .. ___ , 
.-. Wittgenstein uses in a_rguing _·agai11~;~---~?-~----P~-~~-;~_i.t .. i.tY~-J~ .. f __ a .'!p_riYa .. t~e _________ . -~~: -·-~-:·-~· : .. ~-- -· -~ --'-· . ------···-··--------· ----·-----·----·.- ...... -...... -. · ...... ,__ ..... -·····.. . -·· -- --- --- .. 
- . 
., . 
·---·-···-·· .· ---;--· --.. ·' 
. 
. larig~age"). ( 27 ) ·N . L ·T . t th· t . f " i . , . II 
- -
ow • • sf;)ems.. o ... use--.. e .. no ion o --- -· s m1.1.ar-1.-t-y- . --------. 
in Just this way. L.T.· has a test ·(described earlier on page 9) 
---:--·--------------------..!....:----. -- . 
-", 
-- --·- -- to de-termine whether or--not two logic expressions a.re similar or 
.& 
-· -·-,,--~---------·---- -- ---- ·-
not. Thus. it seems that L~T. has, or. makes use of, a conc·ept of 
" 
. -·"similarity. 0 
",:~. 
'·, 








The objection to N.s.s.• claim .that L.T. exhibits the use 
of concepts is due to the fact that N.S.S •. claim that all logic· 
expressions that have the same. triple (H,J ,K) exemp.lify a c0Im11on 
concept. This seems objectionable because it identifies a concept· 
with a_n extensionally defined class and does not emphasize the 
necessity of having a criterion or criteria for deciding when a 





- ·, concept does or does not apply to a given object or experience. 
... -----· .. -----'--'---'~-----~-'-----"~·,_•_al.IL...._·-~·--- _.._,_, . Moreover, the identification~of a·concept with an extensionally 





,· . . 
"concept" .for the · following rea~on. Consider an extremely simple _ . ___ ·_ · ~--------- .. 
,--. .• •r • • -
. 
-· ·- - .•••••. -- • - • ___ .,. ___ ....,.... __ • - •11'. -•-,- -
' . 
.. ' 
Tu-ring Machine. (28) - This machine has -only two- internal states----~~--·---~-
call them x and y. Its input is logic expressions - i.e •. , we feed 
into the machine only logic expression one at a time. Its output 
.. 
.. _ ... ____ . is either the letter a or. b. 
.... --~·-· ,. _,., .... ..,...-=,_•_._,..,_~-. ~.._. _ __.....,...,,-tt ......... _ ---~-~--. -. -
Now its rules ,if operation is as ··· -· ·: · ·----.. ···--·--··· · --
-- ... _._.,,,,. __________________ --- ------ ··--·-·· ··--··-··-----·· ·- ·---·-----· -- -·· ··- -•~ .... ·-·-·· ··-----··. ---· .. _. ···- ·-- .. ~- , ...... - ~ ---- .. , .. ~ ,. ··-·· --~-··-·· .. J·---~------:-----;-·--'7·-·*--'··~ _, __ 






. . - --- -- -----·- .... ·• , ... ,_, .,-- ····- _,.. -~·-····--·· ··-· ·- -
. ' 
• :........ ' • .... ,\ I 
' ··. - ,.. . -- , ... ' "... " 
.. .. 
.. -- -- --
follows: 
... 
" 1 1 , l • 
.. 
--· If the machine is in state x and we \input 
a logic expression, the machine will output 
. 
. ' (assume it vJrites its output doi-1n on paper) 
the letter ,uaaN> and its internal state wil~ 
change to 88Y"-• 
. ~l.'"'-'r,--,.. _.,_ F,...J?. -- --,- "r=----",- r=-' -43,-- .. ,e::: I f22f Fri-==--,-, 
\ 
.. . 
' ... • .... ____ .. , ... -, ... "'"~---ft ...... -,-.-·---~ ·~--:-··-,-~-~.,-,- --~-. ..--- . , .. •,• . . . 
I 
' . 
- :·. ·.- ' ..... 
' ' 
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If the machine is in state "y" and we input a logic expression, the machine will output the letter "b" and its internal state will · 











. - - -·.-,. __ ....., ',-~-~---- --- ---- -· ' 
I 
-~Now assume we begin to· feed . into, th~s--~~chin_e ~~~_r_y_~-p~s_s~~le_ -~_Qg_~~~-:----~---c-:-· __ '· _---~-.-. __ . ___________ r . . -- . " 
- - - -- --- . - - ··- -···· - l 
. :::···----.. -~---... --.. -~-~--- __ -:::': ...==: ___ --~-' -:--- ..... 
-
I , expression (actually, since the number _.of such ~~p~-~~-~_ion_is __________ - --1L---~~--:-c----· ----J 
...... ··--·-·----- -'---_;.._- . l 
----·· --··· -- . ·--··· 
-·······-·-········--·---- ..... 
.. . ·----·---- ·-
.. . - . - - -- - - ,.. .. 
. -- ...... ----·- .. . - ··-· ... -· . ,· 
,, 
--·•--····•·•-···· •- ·- -·-········· -·- -------·------·--•~•-,•-" ___ - -------- ----- --
-·--•- ---~-----,.. - - - ·__ -~-- - --·--· ----:: -- - ------- - - ··------
.. · · -- · ·- --·-- - -- denumerably infinite, we will. Il.~yer fJ.p.tsb the.jo_b.)-•-----I,t-.- i-s---ebv-i-ous,-c: 
'I 





___ · _______ - that if the machine is initially· in state "x" ("y 11)· the first logic 
.. 
. ~ expression will cause the ·machine to print' out ~'a" ("b"). The 
- --- -·--- - ---- - -
. --,-• - -
-
, ___ _,___~-~-~-----:_- _·::-;~_:_=:-second such expr~ssion will cause the machirie to print out __ '_'_~;-~---~~:~-~~2~~-.;._.......-.---r-""~ . . .. ~· - - \ - ·-· -----
-c-
-
_ •.•• ---,.--- ·---
, ___ : _____ ---............... ~---
-·---~---· 
Obviously, if all the odd numbered- logic expressions are mapped to.,. 
··"a", all the even numbered ones will be mapped to "b" 'lor vice versa. 
Now if we accept N. s. s. I reme,J:J<S it 
__________ all the logic expressions that have 
seems reasonable· to. declare that ( 
been mapped to "a'• exemplify a --~ --
common concept and all the logic expressions that have been mapped 




















. ~ .. ,.: 
.. 
to "b" exempl-i-f-y a -common concept. Cl~arly we would not want to 
·,_ .. , 
a1111it that this was so since we have no ·notion at all as to the 
nature of this "conmton" concept. Yet if we accept N.s.s.• reaso~"-.. 
· as justification for claiming that L.T. u_ses concepts, t~~n we 
should acce·pt our Turing Machine as ·using concepts. , The fact is 
we wouldn't a~cept it as using concepts for many reasons. Perhaps 
I the most outs_~an~~~g ;s the fact that our machine lacks any criterion ------




,,---·---- ---~ for consistent mapping of a.given logic-expression, that is, when we 
· input the same logic expression a second time it may not be mapped., 
. -· -· __ , ___ .... ~ ~·-··-·--·-·------..... -· ~-·-














to the same class as it was· the first time. This is sufficient 
. 
.... ~_,.,~-~----
.. -· ··- .-;:'1-.. - •. .._ ... . 
- .. 
·-~·~--- .---~-~-·---·-\:reason to deny any· claim that ·the Turing 11achine_ in question exhibits 
the use of concepts unless we wish to.trivialize the notion of 
·-· .. -----~----,.---~-···---· . . ·-
. --
. ···--·----··--·····'"'·-~----··-"'-~ ........ --- ~ . - '. 
-
. ~ ' 
,, 
"concept" by maintaini11:g that? any "organism" that assigns obje~·ts· 
. . . 
J to classes (whether or not this assignment is _arbitrary and incon-
..I 
' ... ,. 
. . .. :) .............. ~ ........ t.~i" . ' ----·-··· ---··--~---··-
'. '' 
. . ' .. . . 
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. ,, 
sis.tent) use·s concepts. In short, we wish to maintain.that L.T. does 
use concepts. But this claim res.ts on the fact .it uses,.or has, a . 
. I 
concept.,of similarity·because- it _has a criterion .(a test) to, detennine - ' ' 
.. . 
. --,---" .-···- ~--. --·----·-------~. --~~- . --· -----~ ·-· - --- . • ,n---~,--~- •·•••-'<·•·•--'- • -• ,., .... , --·····• ••••· - ... ,----•·- ~ 
. l 
~;-~::_;~~:-=~:-~~:: __ ==-~~===·--~-~--~~ whether···o:r=-not----the-~syfi\bol ·-1'similarity11~ i.s··:aj:lplicaole·''t:o-=:':·cwu·-1og·::f'c~"~=='=~:-=~=---:~-:-_·~----:-~=='::=:·~~=-~c~c-:·.-:_,, ___ ,:· 
•• ,. ( • • 
-1 ;. -- - .... •• 
-·-- . 
. --- ·-- .... -----------.- ----~-------------
- ' 
~------ ·==~~-=~---... -------..... ~-.--·--p----·-- ·---· ···-··---·------ ···-- ··---~·-·--·-· ................ ·----···· ---·---··--·-----·· ·-------- --·-······ .. -. .......... -· ----------------·· .. ·- ......... ----- ... -----------· .. - ----- -··-----·-·•·-·"-······· ·····---. --·--- --···-· ·--··-· .. ·-·--·--·-.. i·------------··-----.. --·-----------------~~-... --··--·-
.. .. ... ·-·--·- - ·- --- ---· -- --- -·- -- -
- ----- ' 
tne same (H,J ~lt)-cripw .exhibit a common concept. · 
I 
- .--- ··--·--·----------------~. 
· .. In declaring that L. T. exhibits use ,of concepis care s·hould 
··---- ·--·---·--·-----· ·--- .--·------··-.. ·· ----- -
·-··--· ----------~·=""-·~-~-- -~-- ------------·-· -- --·-. --· -- -------• -----------··-·"'"" ' --- " -
····---·~-----~ 
: . ... . --
--f-rom -the -use of concepts- by- the human. mind. - It- differs -at lea-s-t---±n-·--
~ · the sense that when human beings (members of a linguistic conimunity) · 
--f-- -
_acquire a concept, this acquisition is not independent of other 
· concepts. (29) In short, one does not come to understa~d a language 
by coming to .understand its constituent parts: the words, phrases,. 
,. 
and sentential forms of which it is-composed. For example, one 
·. 
cannot fully understand "I am in pain" without understanding ''He· is 
. 1:~ -, 
____ ,, -··-
--
in pain" and vice versa. Thus neither of these sentences can serve 
as independent stepping stones to the mastery of English. Unless 
·one already knew a great deal of English such as the use of English 
- - ---- ------- ,,_._ --- - .. . -- ,-., ., __ - ----· -··-. -- -
.-
· · pronouns, the fonns of the verb "to be, 11 the grannnar of the phrase 
, 
"t6 feel", the ·full significance of these sentences would b.e far 
--- .. --··----------·--------. ·--· --- ----·- ------ - - ·----- ·--- ------
.. _._ - ------ .~ 
____ · -. ___ beyond one's understanding • 
The above aspects of co~cept use in English (or an,Y other 
........ ·-----·· ., -~ -·~---:· --~J.@t1gu~ge) seems to have no corresponding aspect in L. T. use of 
concepts. 
_ .... \ ., ....... __ ..., ... ,_,. ___ ,. __ ··--.. ~·-~---- ........ -..... . 
C -- •--- • .-.- ~:· - ~ '. • •••• : • .- ' - •_ -:- -----...-,•...__._ •• -••-· -,-..••-·•-••··•·•··-·---~••·- • •. """"•---·-- ••. --~-·-··--·-• ----0 _,_,, ___ ..... ••·- - <•O •••' J"O .•o •"••• • •• --•• 
' -
With respect to "learning", we have noted earlier ·that 
, 
---- · --------------------- - ·~~--' -- -·-- -· N. S. S • be 1 ieve that Lo To dis·p lays some forms of human learning • -In .. ·- -··-- ·---~-". -·---------·----·-···-·· -
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particular we noted that: 
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• (1.) When L.T. has proven a theorem, it stores this theorem 
- ----·----· . ;· ·in its memory. Henceforth; · the theorem is available fo'i:· the pro<>£ · 
. . .... r . 
----·- .. ~-----------:--~--
·----·-·-·· ~. ----
- ~·- ~- -· ~----.. ------ - . -
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.,, --~------•-----------~-·--···------ ···-- - ~ 
. \. . 
. -- -- -----·-·· -·-- - . 
. ... ". .. .. -- ______ ..:..-. ," ,-~--,'---.--- .._ .... - .... 
-· (2) L.T. ·remember$, during the course of its at·-tempt to 
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prove. a theo~em, lvhat subproblems it __ ~!-~_:.-~~-!_~~-c:!Y~-~J:".i~d .. to .... s .. olv.e..-----·· -·-· -- -·· - --- -·. -- -- --- ~'----~-. --~-------- - ____ ...... - --- . -~ . . ·- . - ' 




- .... --- -· 
at a proof, L.T. will ~emembe-r ·and' will not try to solve it ~ second ________________ _ 
----~-~--
if it ha~ failed a first·; 
- -·· -·---- -
------~ 
. --~.........,,_ ~------~---·-·- ---- -
- - (3) In one variant, L.T. remembers what theorems have 0 
proved useful in the past in conjunction with particular methods . " 
. 
· and tries these_ theorems when applying the method in ques·tion. 
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·- ~e wish to show that these three instances of "learning" 
I 
certainly do not exhaust our general notion of learning. In fact, 
the· above three instances seem to be particularly weak instances 
of "learning." Let us consider each in turn. 
- ·- . --·- -• 
. 
The first type of "learning" appears objectionable because 
-if the theorems (already proven) were erased from memory and L. T. 
was again presented with these theorems to prove, L.T •. would go 
.) 
t~rough exactly the same steps. :as before: In contrast, we expect 
, significant learning to use genuine gene_r?lization and induction _---
------~ 
"" The second type of "learning" may be. __ questiqned on the----•. 
________ .... ____ c:__.,.__,. ... ~-'--,-..----fol-lowing grounds. If we are attempting Oto solve a problem "a", . " 
' we ·may eventually attempt to solve "a" by solving some subproblem·-----
,, If we attempt to solve "a'" and find after n steps in our. 
. proof that we are again faced with p-roving "a'" (i.e., we start 
. . • , 
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I ... 
with subproblem "a'" and after much work arrive again at "a'") it 
, I 
would be.irrational to again attempt to solve "a'" using the same 
' ...... ~ 
. "-·· . steps and methods O . It 'tiOuld be irrational because to proceed,, in 
. ------·-·······-"·-··-- .. ···-···· ·····- -· ··- -
. . - . . . ·--· ..... -
- -
-·-···-·-- ········-----· --- ··-·-
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- - .~------~----·-·--~· -~-- -- --=-~ ··--· --~- -· . -+ ,. .............. _____ .. --~·-····:·.-~-~
~~~~~~~-:-~_ .. :.~=-=-~-~:-.. .-~~::=:::~:~--==-:.:·_~·==·:~··:~~~·.~=-~-· .. ~ . 
· this· ,r1ay would produce an infinite eye ling. around the subproblem ... · 
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-···-............ ., .. -4...--- .............. _. ____ ..... _ .. _ .. _··_·_· -~:~~-~-~-~-~--- ... ~-~ __ this ___ ~~-~-(,)1:1~ .;~~ta.nee of n1earnip.g 11 . might p~. pett~r. 
, 
characterized as an aspect of "rational-·-SOlution seeking" ana~(ot 
.·---·"··-· .. --.--.. --·-•. :-.1 -.·- ---·--~·--·-··. -- --- ~ - -- ...,. ______ ·-----·--·" - -·----------- ·--· - . 
, 
as learning.. . . · . . .• ,.. -' --~ --~- .,..c.·. - .. -.c ..... •. _,_ ,_ - . 
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because L.T. has no means availab~e to determine if such learning . - l; 
· is deleterious or not. Consider an ·example of how this type of ' .. ~ . 
. "learning" coul~ be harmful for L. T. Suppqse L.T. bas ~prqv~n 
Now 
.. th~orems t1 ••• t10 using method i and axioms r, s, and t. --··---~----. ~- ------.--.-
LoTe • attempting to prove a .new theorem t11. Let suppose l.S us 
· further that it • at-tempting. to. p..rove. t11 using method .. i •. suppose 18 - ,_ ___ 
"·· 
~ 
. Because of past experience L.T~ ·will. first try • axioms .r, s, and t 
in.connection with method i. Now it may happen 'that using method i 
L.T. is able to ·prove t11 using ;r, s, and t only after ari extensiv·e· 
number of steps, or L.T. may not be able to prove t 11 using r, s, t · 











- -·------------- ... -~
--- - -
using a different axiom, say g. The reason for this is that 
--- -- ---- -----
-----~..---·--
' . 
did not. But because of its "learning" L.T. is forced to use 
-·· ------:-·- .. · . ,,, • .. _- - ··-- - -· -
~ ' 'ti 
'· r, s, and t first in attempting to prove t11 by method i whether,"or·,-~--·.-. ---.-- --·· 
------- -· ~--- ---;-· .. · - not such use is economical or e f fee tive. Indeed, .s·ince L. T. will · 
not attemp·t · to solve a problem using a second way once it has solved 
,----------~··-
,,. 
. a problem in at .least ~ome way, this ·~learning" may force L. T. to 
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. attempt proofs. of extep.sive length_-when· other more el~gant proofs 
. r :·... , 
··------·----.. ·-----,--·--·-· -· ... could be available if L. T. hadn • t "learned." in this third way.:_ 
,· 
~:\ 
·''. In short, this thi~d way crf "learning'~ may indeed be harmful · __ -~----- _______ ~~ 
-·--· - ------- --- - ~-
- -~-- -- ........... - ....... ------- .. ----- ·-----.,,..--~~ 
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~-- -- . --- ---~-''--,- .. _ -_ ~~:::;; . :-~-~~- ~ .. --· · · 1ea rnirig • Yet L.T. would ti~ve no way of ·111e~ming" that this was 
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•. 
- slow-,-- if not ineffective; problem-sol v_ing. 
Let us now consider the second t,ype of verification for 
...... ---- ·- : •. -·-··-' J,,.,--
. . 
· -····--···--···--·--· ~-- -Assume--we--have constructed a pr.a.gram that purports to provide 
. ,, 
--·- --- - -- - . . . •-..:.. - -, " ~-· ... - ~-- - . , 
- --·. -----··--------~ --
a theo.ry of pr~blem-solving for a given individual in a -given class 




We present the -individual and L.T. with a wff in propositional logic 
cy 
to prClV~ as a· __ theorem. L.T. then prints out the steps it takes in 
~ a.,ttempting to prove that the wff is a theorem. We then compare 
I 
this with the steps taken by.the individual in attempting to prove 
that the wff is a theorem to:.\ see if the two ''match." 
With respect· to this $8cond type of verification, several 
/;j 
questions arise • 
Let us-presume that we have.presented both L.T. and the 
. 
gi·ven individual with a wff to prove~ as a theorem. Assume that we 
have a print-out of L. T. 's efforts in attempting a proof· of the wf f 
Now we w.ish to verify L.T. 's ability to predict the individual's 
... --------------- ----- - ---,- - -
~ problem-solving behavior by comparing its print-out to th.e record of ______________ --. ---- ·· 
_ --·.·. · .. _____ · __ .. :.. the ,,individual. The. first problem that we encounter is ,o1hat con-
_,_ .•. -' •. J,._~,a~'-~-...""-'C.cc•···,,-,-<._. 
. . 
. ,.,,-,c--.-~--=...--=-='·~ .... ------.-...~- .~ ----- -· 
.• . 
stitutes "goodness of fit." In ~th~r worcls, what measure(s) do we 
., 
.. ··---. ----·-·- - - ---·-·-. - -· .. 
. ' 
'\ .. . . . have to determine how clo·sely the ind-ividual 's pr.oblem-solving 
.,, . :.,.... t -- ______ ,,_, .. , 
.. 
behavior was predic-ted by L.T.? · What ~would such a measure look like?. 
/ .,,i 
. . . 
f . 
·\ ' ... . . . --·- -- ---··· .. -- -- ·--- ··-- .. 
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· ·How would .we j_us tify~ the use:-· of this measure . over some·· other 
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. Even i.f we presume that we· have. a ··suitable measure of . . 
. ' 
----- ,---- - ---,- ------~-~-·-·-;-.. . 
,-
-- . . . ,_ 
-· 
- .. ___ :_.- ~~~~~-~.:=~~. : ··c-:-:·:=-- ~'.";:~~g~;O-dn·e-~s of fit' rt another problem is 'present •. , A measure: .of ____ . -----'-----,,,c~---. ~ ·--~,,---- -- _c,·--,:~- - C 
-· --------- -~-.-.,---·-··-- ---- ··- -- .. ------- -·------ -- --- -·-· -··· . 
. ~ 
. . 
·----~- __ ._--,_-_ --t1-gQ_Q'1t1-~1r~s of ___ f_f._t'' wtl_l __ Q_nly ___ t_gll us to_ what __ ex.t.e.n_t_, ___ .f_o.r ___ a ___ give,n_-___ , _ , . _____ : ___ _ __ .· ___ :, __ .. _____ _ 
' M ~ J 
. : ___ ---·- ----------~ _---·----------·efforts. ·Let us presume for_ the moment that this measure is. 
• ' • • ' 
- .. J 
.. 
. ·--·-·-·--·--· ..... ·--~--, '- -· - ___._ ____ ' - . 
' -·-- -••a-,_·-
-- -"~~---"+·----'----- -----.. ~ ---c-- --- ------- --
- -__ --.. ---.~. -=---~----~'-----expre~sed as----~- per cerit where for a giVeI\_ pr·oblem, 1.00% "goodness 
i."-• I • ' 
-~-------, .. ------- of fit·" means that there· was a ~perfect match' between LoT. 's -.. · ---.. --- ~-..o-.------ _ ........ .. 
--· ·- --··-------·-- ... 
~----~--~ 
' 
- - - - - --
predictions _and the g~v~n individual's perfonnance. The que~tion , 
--- - - ~ ----- ------ - -- ' ----------------
I • ,.--:, 
is: to verify (or falsify) L.T. as a theory of problem-solving .. : 
-- for .the given- individual, what% of "fit" must L.T. 's prediction 
have -with the individual's behavior, and how many problems must be 
used in the test? Moreover, the question of verification for L.T • 
.. 
(in the second sense of verification) is further complicated by the 
following •. N.S.S 1• (~l) state that as a theory of human problem-
;.~ . 
"' 
! •. solving, L·. T. is highly specific: "it describes one organism in ' 
-.-
' a particular class of situations. When either the situation or 
the organism is changed, the.program must be modified." The 
question then presents itself: if in verifying (in this second 
, 
- - - - - - ----- -- ---- ------ ·------
. 
. . --------- ·--·---------·----- - -·-···- -
- ---
- -·---·.-:;-· -- ·- - - ... -·-- - - --- ' 
1- ',·• 
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--- .. -.----------~-~----.. -~-.------·-----···,,· 
. -
sense of the term) L.T.'s theory, we find, in a particular ~nstance·,·_ -
that the "goodness of fit" between L.T. 's prediction and the 
individual's performance is not vJhat we expected, do we conclude 
. . I 
.... , .. ---· ' 
tbatL.T. has fail'd (at. least in this instance) to predict the 
.- '·.-- - -··- --- ~- -·--
individual's problem-solving behavior, or-do we conclude that. the.~------~····,.---··s~·;;/ 
. 
"particular class of situations" has changed?-- What does·· it mean to ' . . d 
0 
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say that. the particular class-of situations has changed? How would ._.,. . 
. .: .. 
one determine if this·· were really the case? 
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- .· -So, it appears that N.S.~. • second type''of verification . ' .. 0 ,, . ~ . --· -
.. 
- , __ .... , - -
_______ ~.-, .. :.~ ~::·.~~.-~--- _ has as· man_y questionable p<>~nt:EJ as the fir_s-ti' type~ o,.£ ·verifica,t~ion.--~~2~~· __ ,~-=-~·:~'"--~~:.~~:-· -~-- ---- -- _.1 ......... -• .,.. ________ ·-------'--~-. • -· ---··· --··-------
f{ 
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i--·-····----~---···------_ .. --_-_ -~_:=~---~- · .-unawa~e:·~-·of=~==:cnese·===~prool~ems=,===,·some·=·=rn:cttvI·duais. ·have suggested .,tha t a ij . -·--· .. ... . . , I 
- ... ·-·"-- -~-----. - " ----··-- -
! ____ ...:_ ___ _ 
- - ------- ------·-
----. 
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-· . ·- -· 
.,., ··•········ -·-·---~·r.,...__ _, 
. , 
·theory of problem-solving such as ~.T. 's could b·e verifi~d by the--
·use of Turing's Test. Originally·, Turing <32>proposed this ~est ,-\, 
.. 
____ ~s. an operational way. to decide. questions of artificial intelligence-~---·-:-=·.-_____ .. -.~~- · - _ ......... 
Here, the test would not be used to test whether L.T. is "intelligen.t". 
or can "think" but simply whether L.T. can adequately predict an 
individual 1s prolflem-so~ving behavior. According to the people . 
who suggest this technique,(33) Turing's Test would be administered 
as follows: one first suitably records several performances of the 
human subject and of the computer program in some connnon code. The 
code records, one performance to a sheet, are then placed in a 
.. 
',, 
. , -container,. mixed up, and drawn at random. If an expert cannot 
., 
reliably tell which performances were produced .. by the human subject 
and which by the computer, the program is judged to be adequate as 
. a problem-solving ~heory for that individual. 
-----· --
--- -~---- ---- ·-
~~-~......c..--c----_-, .---- -··· ·:-- -·-some might think that tbis te~t. is basicallf __ ~~~~-~. althoug!i -.- -
. ' 
. .. ---. -~-
-----------··-
it involves problems such ~s what constitutes "an expert." However, 





. --· ------·- -·- . 
.. • . 
· · ·has: certain problems, but that it is totally irrelevant. Remember 
,. 
- ----- .. --------...--.----~-· --·-··,.-_"':-. that as a theory of human problem-solving, we want L.T.''s program 
. ' 
. . } 
. ' ' to "a~curately"· predict an individual 0s problem-solving behavior given. 
'. -_-·· ·. •--~ .. , ... ,.,, .. ~----·· '·---"-----· 
0 (-,"'' " 
.... · ..... -- ... · ..... -1,------ .. --- . 
~-----,---'----~--::;-·-·--- ..... ,\ -----
-"t·~- I 
..... ··•'", a certai~ problem·(or set <>f problems)·. All that Turing's-Test ·can ..... , ... --...... \ ' . 
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tell us is whether ·or not L.T.'s predictions are "humanoid", not if 
they ''match'' the individual's problem-solving behavior. Indeed, for 
' . 
















-~ · --~---~--a--given -prob-lem, given a recording of the individual •s __ behavior ___ and~-~=· ,~'· ---'-----c-. ~--·· _J 
,,-•' .- ---- __ -_--________ ---- r 
--·---··· . -·- ~ -< -·----- .. 
---------··-·-·--· .. -·-----
------~--·----·------- -~- -_, ---- .. ,. . . 
· L.T. 's print-out, i,t may· be_ impossible. to distinguish whi~µ ~~s r·-- __________________ .. _______________________ -- ---·-- ---- - ------ _________________ __ 
····---------------------···· _____________ .. _______ , ....................... -...... ,,,, ' .. ---- -------- ·----= .. ----===- --- ----' --------
. 
,·-L,., ... 
_ --~----~:- __ . --~----- .. _ , produced by the indiy~~~-~!---~~~- -~h!.~~ ~~s __ p_~_Qg~~-~g _Qy_ tb_~ ___ c __ qmpyt:_er __ __ --·~ _ __ __ , 
-----·-····--·-----=--:---·-:.-.:-::-=----.--.---::-:-·=-==--:-~=--· ---------=-==--------:-:~~:_:.-:--::------·-·---··-----·---------·-·····---·· .. ·-----···-----·-· ----- ··--------------··-····----------------------------------
-- ----------- --- -- ---- - -- - - -- -F 
and yet -L~T. 's predict.ion may not be "similar" at all to the ' t 
. ._··· 
··----------- ·--·-··---- -- -~--
~----- individual's · performance. · So Turing .•s Tes.t (at least the above---·--, -------------------.. --- ------------, a 
' ' 
- - ... . - ,-- . -
.. '.', 
version) seems to be irrelevant to the verification (in the second 
' -- ., - .- ----~-----~,.,.. ....... -~-... "<•--
sense) that N.s.s. seek. 
·) 
Perhaps, one final point should be explored in th~Qis-
( 
-- - . - . -_ . ~ ' 
cussion of verification. The point is that maybe N.S.S.' e·fforts 
are misdirected and that they should regard·L.T. as an id~al type; 
that is, L.T. 's program-theory functions in the same way as an ideal 
theory in the phys ica 1 science, such as the -theory-of gases. In .. - ------- --·-·r 
I 
/ 
·\ \ . 
. ' 
other words, the theory is not invalidated by the fact that its 
predictions possess no precise exemplification in the individual's 
performance. The theory gives "ideal" predictions that can only be 
approximated in reality. 
-It -would seem di_fficult to defend such a position since as-
. 
. 
-~=-~ -- --------~----:-_ -- --- . H~e~ <34)h~s pointed out, an ideal construct must satisfy .. the 
.. 
--·--··-- ·-··- --····--· ---- ·------···---- --· ----. 
---------
---------------·-··-------------·--------· -- ---·- .~ ------· -
' ... ,· ·~ --- '--• ---, 
. i • 
. . I -
-,---, -
:_ __ following conditions if it· is to be considered similar to an ideal 
construct in the physical sciences: 
1~. Th';! introduction of such a construct into a theoretica·1 
[" 
. . 





·•··. ------of gen.eral--liypotlieses· conce·rning . those -characteristics. 
. . 
- -·· -,----- . 
. . . 
. - , ....... , ' -- -----··--·- . ' . 
i 
. ; 
-------~-------··- . - -----·- ,.. _________ ·----- _,-_;,., __ ... -----· ----.---.--... ·- "' ~; 
t; 
• t .. 
·····-···-··-· I . 
... ··-., 
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!; . -.-, 
I C ·/• 
L.T. 's program would seem to sa'ti.sfy this requirement since .-
.. -
--··--··~-··-·· ·-- ··-""·----····· ....• such program possesses a .set of symbols (chara~teris'tics) and (for -
,, . . . 
_ hypotheses). a se·t of information processes that operate on th~se 
.. 
. ...,......,.........._---·--·····•··· --------- ' -------· - ·-
--- --------
· _ - . -. ---~ --·--- __ 13ymbo ls~--- . 
.· . '"' 
·--~·~-... -·-·--····· . ., .... 
- ---'-··,--:: ....... ~ - ... ·· -~-. ---~ . ..-.---.. -.----·---------··-··-----···--···- . - - ------·- - - - - -·----··--' ~- - - - -
-- • - - - - - --- ----· ----- - ·~ ------~·---- ~ - - \-<; ___ ._:_ ___ -- •.••. ·-·-----=-----..(I,_·---------·--·------;---
__ --_--_--=-~ 
.. ---· .. -- --~, ...... --. ----,....--,:----· ···-.-- . . ' 
--
-'------~--- _ 2~ . An ideal construct must make definite empirical 
' ---'--_-:_... . . ... .. ... .. -- .,,:,-·. ·- ._.,., . ..,.,,=_,..,,.., .. !• -· ,,., ...•. ,--·· ---.· .. ·'"• ----·-
.- ., 
-
-- - ---- - - ---- ---- - - -- - - - ---- - - -- !, - -· -- - --- --- _ _-_ - - __ · __ -·--- ------- --- -------
-predf-ctions-;·--no ·us-e --1s-· uuf9e O~- ·a· -Ce teri,S· -· paribus\ Clause • 
- ------~. --- This would . seem to provide a problem for L. T. si~ce, as .. it _ -- .. 0 - 0~~-=- --= --- - . 
·- ------~-----------------------.--------- -has bee·n noted, we· have the question as to 1 how one decid-es whether -- - - · · 
___.___--~---
-----~-:: __ ~-~-'---- ______ the preciict:ion is inaccurate., or the "class of situations" has changed-.----
. .., .. 
3.~ The "ideal theory" must· be derivable from more compre- -
.-
bensive principles which are_ ·well confirmed by empirical evidence. 
0 f' 
For L.T., one coula argue that more comprehensive principles 
· exi~t. However, even for this more comprehensive set of principles 
the problem of what con~titutes verification remains.(35) 
It seems reasonable to conclude that L.T. could not be 
accurately construed as an ideal type in the area of human problem-
solving • 
. N.S.s. have stated that (36) 11 • ~ .t~ili be important 






organisms in_ a given situation." What. do N.S.S. mean by such a 
statement? Since they provide no· further elucidation of this state-
_ ment, it seems reasonable to assume that they mean at least that 
·-- - --- ---·- -
- ·- i 
- ---- ·--··· •-...---·-- ----- - .. 
··- --- - ___ '__ - . \ " 
- --- --·-- ---~------ ~__ -7- -
·- --~' - -- ,. ' + ·- - 1 
_- __ _ certain problem-solving features will be shared by the programs that . - ; . . .. ' ··_.· . . - . --- -
represent problem-solving theories for,_ a group of individuals, al 1, 
..... I 
. . }1 ,· 
in the same situation. In other words, ea.ch such progr.am will ·have . \ l 
- ~-
- ' f .. 
' processes that exh_ibit certain problem-solving features (or characte·r- :. 
is tics) th~t -are connnon to the featur~.s exhibited by -the processes (' 
- ! .,.----....-.- " ----· 
•· .. ' 
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of -the other.programs. How could this happen? It seems reasonable 
"' ·- "'· 
· ---~- - -~~-----·-·to assume that if. there is sim-ilarity in the processes of. all these 
programs.· then they (the programs) will exhibit similar problem-solving .. 
' -· ,( 
,. 
, 
.. - -~--~-...•. :~.~~···~·-~-~-~~~~~~al:~r~s. Wh.Y ~OUld the-processes be Silllilar? It. seems re.isonib1~~ . . .• 
·-·- ··------ -------·-----------··-------- -
-_----- --·------------------. ----- ----to-ass-ume -that if- -the· problem-solving behavior is someho't·J similar -- ... - . --··--·-.------~--· --·--------
) . 
·-------·----------·- ·-··--- ·-····· . - .. -· ----
-· for. these individuals, tlie j>·r-oce§stis- {tnat composti .. tne· p-rogranfsJ ·---~- · 
_{._",..i-----· ------ ____________ ___,,_ ___ --~-----.--·--- - ---- -
\ 
--· -
·--------·····- --------~ ·---· -----~----
. 
-- -- ·- - - ·-----
.. 
__ ·_will. be simila_r.: .. In the __ absence __ 0._f ___ f_u_rthgr e).ucidation it seems 
reasonable to infer .that N.S .S. ·believe·- that. qualitative similarities 
. ' 
------ ,---- --
,-will exist among the programs used by different individuals in a given·~:..~--=----· - ------------
situation (ultimately) because they will display "similar" (in some 
..... 
-----·-- ··-- - -
' -- -- -
-------=...r---~ ··-~-· -·-' ·-. ----- ··-- -· 
. ' 
. .. -, - ·,·· ··---···-----~---··- _______ ,. ··,-
··--- ---·--.--.------·--··:·~--·-:- --- ---- ------------- ------ .. ' .. 
sense) probl·em-solving behavior in a given situation. If this is 
indeed what N.s.s. are implying then such a statement is open to 
.. 
considerable doubt for the following reasons. 
O •. K. Moore and. S. B. Anderson (37)performed an experiment 
- that was conce·rned with determining whether or not groups and indivi-
duals differ in their modes of attack on complex rational.problems. 
. I 
/ 
Six.--!ndiv-iduals were used and each was presented with the 
same ten problems to solve in propositional logic. All conceivable· 
experimenta'l controls were taken. In order to make a comparison 
between individuals and groups, 0 .• K. Moore and --S~ B. Anderson used· 
six measures to test similarity of problem-solv,ing behavior: 
(1) number of solutions, (2) mean time for solution, (3) number of · 
steps taken (where a step is the application of a rule of inference 
. . 
to -a logic exp~ession), (4) number of errors (where an error is the· .. 
.. __ ... 
· ·, ___ ff __ L _____ - • - ~nstruction to u~e .. a certain rule of inference which is not applicable 
l • 
' . 
.... -- ---·-·-·. ··------ --~-· -- ,,.. ... . ... 
. ,, 




\ ' ,. 
',' .' . 
cycles .(wl)ere a cycle is a series. of steps from a given logic ... · ... 
' .. ~· -




I . , : . 
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expre'Ssion that eventually takes you back to that same expression), 
(6) number 'of repetitions. 
' 
. ,. 
.. . ~ ... The results for the six individuals are '"shown in. t:b~ .. _t,.ble 
'•, 
l 
.1' • . 
_ ·;:-___ -. -~~:___~ ..... -. _,~. -: _-: __,,=~~-:-be-la-w. (3~~ ·~_: fhe wi--d~ange of resp-o·ns·es~-~tn:· each·colutnn seem: to---ina~·~ · _ ---~ ... _· ___ ., -·-·---·=~--L~-
·--·· ·······- ·• .. ·--. ·---- ---· ··- ~. -
--------·---~--··--------------
- - - __ ,,.,. ----c-=..--=----,c..--~--=-=-== ---- --·· 
. 
-- ·-•- -•• -•••-··••-s•"•·---~N--• ' 
-~-------:----- . ~ -~---·- --
.. 
... --~·~ -----··· - .. - ----- --~~---- . 
{) I 
-------- -- - --- . -- --- -- --
- - .. - -. . - --- - ·- ·-
- . 
ca te that their problem-sol.ving behav~e>~ ___ iri _ct __ g_~yE!n ~ituati._o.n ___ is ____ not_ 
- - -··---·-------··-·. ············- . 




qualitative. similarities ••• among the programs used by. ~-------
/ 
organisms in a given situation" is based on the assumption· 
.tli~t there will be similarity of _problem-solving behavior for these 
individuals in a given situation, then more proof of this statement 
is needed. 
. . 
.. - -- ------- ----- - --·---···-.· ,_ .. -. 











Over-All Measures of Performance 










. . -- - Number of 5 
. . . 
Solt:t-tions 
Mean Time for· 
Solutions· Ob- ·9 
tained 
((Minutes) 
Number of 53 
Steps Taken 


















.18 .. ' 
25 
1-5 . -.. -
' ... ' '. ~ . ~ 
' \ .. ' 
Not·e: "I" means "individual". 
I" 









I.1/:4 I .1/:5 I./16 
2 1 1 
., 
7.5 5 . 23 
73 146 51 
18 25 8 
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Deutsch had in mi.nd the .. impclct of cybernetics .. --- ~--~-----=------:--------- -~il.: 
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,. ~ In what follows, discussion is directed to an investigatio~ of the 
~ 







. -- -- -··-- -- . . - l 
H 
. ~ : 
·------'--';L_ ______ ~--extent to which the work of Newell, Simon ,and Shaw did involv; 
# ~--. • • 
'f'. --- .. 
.. ,• . 
·"" .. ·----~ - --·-
. . . ~ 
.. _ ... 
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··: for new symbolic models and/or new strategies in selecting their 
. major targets for attack." 
I ' 
In parti-cular, we wish to determine the e-xte1ft to which 
the work of N.s.s. involved departures from (l)~ the_ general 
methodological approaches of the social sciences at that t·ime,· and 
.(2)" the work at that time in the psychology of human thought. 
• 
Perhaps the most direct way of illust-rating the departure 
,;t-
of N.s.s. from the general methodological approaches to the social. 
sciences up to that time is to consider the position of their 
methodology in the long standing na tura lis tic vs. phenomenological 
~ - . 
. ,
. 
debate. Now the use of the single term, "naturalistic" and the. · 
'I r 
single term, "phenomenologic.al" shoulsJ not be construed as implying -
that a clear and uncontested definition of each approach has been, 
..... 
or ever will be,- articula~ed. Indeed,. dispt..1t"e and confusion over 





approach and advocates of the other, but among· advocates of the sai;n~ -- - · -
approach and even among .·neutrals. Thus, we· find 1·eo·n J. Goldstein (.40) · ' 
.. i;> 
., 
. . •"\, 
... ,. 
. ·-· t,,:_ ·. _,·· " 
i· I l I 












- -- -·-------===== 
. . . - .--·- -----· :.·,;,·· ··: -·------- -- . - -
--·-------
. . . 
. -' 
-
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50 
. defining "the phenomenological approach" as J ·_ among o,ther things, one 
t.hat is primarily oriented toward description and not theory formation,. 
while Thelina Z.Lavine(41) claims that a phen·omenological approach 
0 ' 
, I •- :-,-- •••• _ ... ,_ .• '-'. c:.=·'----:-,_• ___ . 
·(irf particut·ar·,- Verstchen) could solve certain cli~f-fi_.cul:ties in:·--tnE:f ~:~cc~~:.,~a:L~.,.cc;'-''-:'·--"0:--CCC .. --_ -
· na t1fralis-tic pas it ion such: as· the synthesizing_ ·-of· scientific ma teria 1-s--
,h I 
··-. - ··-·· - ----- -··---- -- - -- -· - ,_ 
of scientific theories. Perhaps the phrases, "phenomenological approach" 




...... · .... l.'.~ 
-~any case, this does not concern us seriously. 
a general characterization of each approach. 
What we seek is merely 
M. Natanson(42)provides 
" 
. . ;'· 
··- ----- ·--;·.- - ----- -- ----:;--' ---- ---
' . ! 
• -- --··- ··-- ·---· -- - --- Q --- --- -- -
. -----······-- -------- -·-'· ' - ----· -'--------·-
. -·· ·'--. --- -- . 
···----,-- -~--- -- ···-··7- - _- - -
"W, ·., 





us with one. According to Natanson, the "naturalistic approach" 
maintains that the phenomena of the social scieµces is qualitative.ly 
continuous with that (the phenomena) of the physical sciences. Thus, v . 
~ ' ' 
scientific methods generally are held to be not only adequate for the 
understanding of social phenomena, but indeed, constitute the paradigm 
for all inquiry in this field. On the.other hand, the phenomenological 
·approach maintains that the phenomena of the social sciences are not 
..., 
qualitatively continuous with those of the natural sc-ience. Hence, 
, the methods that should be employed must be .different from the .-methods 
~f the physical sciences • In particular,· such m~thods must take intq 
p-rimary accoun-t the intentional strµcture of human ·conscioµsness--and 
___ place major emphasis on the meaning social acts .have for the actors 
•. 




' t;:, • 
- -- -- --- ---------------- --- ··------- ---- . - -----·-- ------------·- ---------·--~------- --------- -------~-----·-----
• . J 
We t;lOW aslc wn,ft--. foriri . these' two approaches hav~ take;n i·n. the 
\ 
' to them. \ , I ' . . ' 
' ' 
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Perhaps the best example o.£ the phen~~nological approach 
' I 
... 
· .· in the psychology of thought is found in the area of clinical 
~ '.• .· · •. 1 .• ' ' . 
• I 
_. _____ .. _ ... _ ·~ _pJychology where rigorous prediction and verifica t·ions (as found in ···' _ . __ _ 
.-· --·~. '. -- ---
-- • ·--,·,·:· .. . ·,-., .. ·--.:~~,;~.,.--_-,;c.,-.,rc .,.r;,,·.-- . ..,._ .. ____________ _ 
.. -·--~----- - ----~-~-.-·--,-"·~·:--~----··the .. natural sciences), 'is almost non.-existento 
-- ... : .. ----.. .. .,..... .... .. .. . . 
., 
This is not to say . 
-·----- --
! 
-· ... -····-·-------·--- .. --------.. -----·-------·· ---- - -- . ' . -- - . _ ..... -·-· . 
that clinical ps_ycltology has not provided a wealth of valuable · , ;-. ·•· -· ._ .. ~ .. :, .. _____ ,,_ - ·--··,·- --~ 
-------------...------· . --------·---····--·--·. -- ·- - ·- - .. - -
. ·-· . ······ ............ ······ .. - ...... - ·-·· .. ··-····· _ ........... ------····--·---·--·----------·---·-----~-·----------- -- - . -~==-==----=~==---=··· --· -------------- --~---------i::i-----·· -- -- ·--------·--·--- --------- -------·-·· .. ······-··- .. --·--·-------·--··-·-···-·-·-----·-····------·--·--·--· -----··-----·--·•'"•••·····-···· ·······-- . .. -·-- ·- ·- ....... 
-
. -·-------·-- -·--···-···-··--·······---.. --·-·-··-------···-·-------·------·-·····----·---···---------· --------- - ~ 
·-·--·-
insights, but it certainly .su·ffers from a sparcity of testable . 
. a 
. a'ltliough to a lesser .degree, to the -.Gestaltists and th·e Wurzb.urg School. 
. . . 
_ _, _____ .. __ ------ ---·------·--
. -- - . - . -~--....____.,~--- ... ---- . - -------· 





Psychologists have attempted to preserve forma~ rigor by retreating 
#' 
to simple dichotomous button-pushing choice s·ituations, · to the study 
·· of reaction times, or to maze experiments with. rats. A vast amount 
of data and experimental technique for this approach is available. 
In fact, _certain formal theories exist - e.g., stochastic learning-
theory. (44) This approach lacks appeal for several reasons, not 
· t~-ea.st of which ~s the frequent willingness to ge·n~ralize across 
species with respect to a mechanical model •. The basic question is · 





. ----- . ' . ----~ - . . -- - -
N.s.s. believe that their appi:oach is able to incoreorate __ ~------ ---~------------
·- . - ......... _ ·- ~- -·· -----· "'"' 
·both these methodologies. Speaking in reference to the phenomena-
. ' 
" 
~,-..,--,- ------· ··- -
. " 
. ' 
----- -----· ~- • ••• ------• ----, ... -· I •• ···---.--•· -- ·-· 
logical and tl1e naturalist·ic approaches, H. A. Simon has remarked: (45) · 
·-· 
. -- . ~-- - . __ , _____ .. . ... 
" . ,· 
' •-·,.--,.- -----"--"-:-r-·-·-.-··· ."::.-:=.:;:: ..• -. ·.~ 
. ····-·- ··~···--·----· ·-· -·--·-----.~ ... ·.:· . -·- ·---- ,. ____ - . .. ········-·-- - ...... 
Computers novJ open up a third course of ~ction that 
requires--no -compromise o- We can continue to deal with-
complex verbal behavior~ 'but use the computer to 
simul~te it 't-Jitl1out first encod.'ing it or .forcing it . 
. . . 
• .. ·~ ... 
- - . . . ' . ' . ·.. . .·. :;· ' - - .. . .. 
. ._, ... 
into mathematical form~ .' . ., 
-•------- .··-·,--•--------.---~- ·.-·- '• ·----- .. --I -·-. --. •_ •-·f- .. 
............. ---·" -- ·-·"· ,, ' ~"' ---.... -
. ............. --·· -·· ·-··-· . -
('_'"'.I • This statement expresses N.s.s.• belief th~t their approach· 
.....• -- .... ·----,-·.-~-----·----"--,,--_'.1---,c+:c,•·=·•:·""'"-_"·-,--, .- .. -_ .. .,. "'-··,;-· ,·. ,._-1_ 
.. incorporates both me~hodologies. However, the statement . lacks 
. ' . ·1 ... 
• 
. . •- .; 
" . -~· -- . . , - : -._ . ~, . 
- - .. },. ··- ___ ._ ·- .. " -----. 
. ' 
' ' ...... ------------- .. --·---,-····- ·---··-.-··-- ·1·····--··--·-- .-- .--~·-·· 
- . d • ~ 
• 
•,:_ .... ~. ~ .. ~ ... )"> 
.. ,' .. ... 
·--~-··t· ··--- ..... ----· 
. I . 
~·, •'I ' 
,, 
• 
I • I 
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52 
elements are present in their approach. Let us see how and to what 
_, ___ --~--' ---.-,..,.1.' -- .-.. ----· ·-··' ··-··· --· 
extent characteristics of both approaches are present in their 
J 
methodology. __ .. ·r . . 
, , . I 
--··------ ---
·' • i , ·-~----
With respe~~~ ~o natur~ii;~i~ ~hara~~eri;~ic~~ i~;~;~;;s- _'. ____ ,"~ ,,. · f 
\ . . 
---------- .. ____ -· ------·-·------------·--····--- ------- -· --
·---~~---~~----~~~~----:~ =~==--~~--==--==-~~~=--=-~~~--=~-~~~~~btEf-=-to ---not e:--a c=~~ -1:eastc_-cchr~tte""~:cre-~~1r\~ .. examp·1-e·s--.-- ·-·------·-----
' . 
- -- --- -· 
· __ - .-_·.······.-~-- --~-:--~-~-~--~---~~----··----~-~--~~----.-~.~ -· -- . ---_- ·--- ---· Yir·st,···-· reca1·1-·····N-~s-~-s~ 1 ·aEffi:nif-ion of~-,·•expl'anaf:{ontf··=of·--f,uman . ~-------------~--___c~~---'-=l 
. ' . . . . . ' . . . . . . - 1 




of an observed behavior. of the organism is provided by a program { 
. - . 
. / . ·. i 
---,.··---------•- ----~')_._ ___ --· --·- ~ ---- --- - -- -- . of primitiv.e ~~,tormation processes that generate thi_s behavior." - ,.__ . ·· · · 1 \ ... . .. .. ····----- ·-· - ·----···1 // 





oriented. No men'tion is made of anything subjective or internal. .. 




Second, notice that on~ of the goals·of N.s.s. simulation 
·~ 
is to provide their theory with the ability to make rigorous pre-
dictions • 
- - ·:.-·-.:..:-.:. -.-- .. 
' 
Referring to L.T~'s program, N.s.s. state: (47) 
••• it (L.T.) makes many precise predictions 
that can be ~tested in detail regarding, the 
area of behavior it is desi~ned ~o handle .• 
For examples, the theory contained i11 this 
paper predicts exactly how much difficulty 
an ..,organism with the specified program will 
encount~r in solving each of a series of 
mathematical problems~ tn:thich of the problems· 
"\ -
···-·-· _,J, ..•• - -~'.'I··- ··--:·---·--·- .. ;· "J_ 
-- - ------~- -
· it-will solve, ho-vJ much time (up to a pro- .. -- .. - :: . ...::--.::..--::_ - - -.. - - -- - . . __ --:- --- -- -· - - . - ·- . 
. I __ .:__ - -
.portionality constant) will be spent on 
each, and so on • 
Els.ewbe~e, (48) (49)Newell et al,.state in· reference to theori.es derived 
. . - - -------- --- ---- ---- .... ---------. - . ... . r . 
.... ________ , _______ "-· _ . . .... -•-•. ___ . ___ · from .... C?~p-~ter s imu lat ion: 
' t •. 
. •. . - .... -·· --· __ ., ----··-·- --- --- -·----- --- •-- - ---·--.-· - . 
. . . 
These theori·es- are testable in a number of· .. 
. 
. . 
··- ····-·~ - --- ~--- -
__ ._____ .•. ___ _ _ ways~ among them by comparing the· symbol:J.c . 
· - -= - .- -- ·· ·- · · · • behavi.or· ·.Pf a comput(3r so prog~ammed with -------~~---------·---~--- -- -~--: __ --· . .:...._~-- ------ --- .. ------·-----
. i, . . . . 'the .symbolic behavior of a human subject. 
•. ·. ·.· · ···· --j ·· when both· are. performing the same problem-
:· ·· .. . solving or thinking tasks. 
, ~ ' . . . 
- . - ----- ..... ~ --- -- ··-----·· 
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The difficulties in determining what constitutes "verification" have 
,.-already been noted. However, this quote of Newell clearly indicates 
. . . 
__ a preoccupation with rigorous _prediction of human processes that is _· ___ · 
~ / ... . 
..,/ 
. . , . . . ---- -- - ... 
' . 
-~--·- ----~-- .. --·-·· 
' . "· . 
.. ·". 
~~:~-~-----_--·=---- ·· .. ···-strongly-riaturalisti'c in perspectiv,e. - . - - --------·---- --------- ---------·---· ----------. , . 
---··-·--·--··-·"·----·-·-· - -----·-·-··-··--···-----~-··--···-----··-·-·- ····-- --·······-- .. --·····- ---· - .... ·- ···- . .. . . -- ···-·· -··· ._, ····--- ...... ·-. .... . ••, ···········-·




\ / ·' 
·· ··· · -~--------;----~-·--- ·---~-~operational definition of terms. 
·--- ·-----------~--~...----- --- . 
-·--··,--·-·-···-·· -------. - -···-
-·--···--·- -· .. --···············------- --· --- ··--····------·-----------




- --· · With respect to phenomenological characteristics, it ·would 
.. 
-- . ---
-- - - -·---
- --- -- - - -
________ ,_ ___________ ____, 
· ---- .. -----------.-~----,------.-'-----s~em: to- appear that N.s.s. 'methodology doesn't exhibit such character-
;~· 
I 
' ......... . 
-----·- _- ......... ·.· - ~ 
• 
.. --- -- ~-- .. - ·- r.-::.-=-·- - ·- -
, 
. --------isticsat least in any significant way. 
... 
Recall the above statement of Natanson that the phenomena- -
logical approach maintains that the phenomena·of the social sciences 
'\ -
are not qualitatively continuous. with those of the natural sciences. 
4 i 
Thus the methods that should be employed should be different from 
tha·t of the physical sciences. In particular, such methods must 
take into primary ~ccount the intentional structure of human 
consciousness and place majo.r emphasis on the meaning social acts 
have for the actors who perform them and who live in a reality 
built out of their subjective interpreta·tions. 
We have mentioned earlier (page 25) tha.t one of the 
problems involved_ in N.S.S.' approach is that of the identificat-ion 
. . -- r - - --,-
,. 
---· -~-.:.:_::_--__:::.::•·.·•·-::_:::e--c ':~·-.::!-=·-·,==-=· ·===C. ==~~·· . ·..;...:.. .. ;,..; ,._ .. :._ ... ::-.. "-••• ... . ..... --·- -- -- -- -·----·-·------·--··· ----
'. 
,. --
~· •, ... -~·--
', 
of problem-solving processes. In short, given-~roblem-sol~i~g-dat• ·· --~--
for a given individual_in_a given class of situation, we asked how 
one would proceed in identifying the problem-solving proteases 
·involved •. Perhaps, here is.where the phenomenological_elements: 
---- - ._ .. ---·. ----.-----.r~,. 
of N·.s .S.' approach become apparent •. Why· not seek identificat~on 
----'
1 (at-.:lea.st · in pa~t) ~f such pr~blem-solving. pr?cesses by ,asking t·he-
,,. 
-,- ... :: ---~'r-,--...... ,---:.: ... _'_,.,_ __ , ~- .. . 
-------~-.,___--~-···-···-·-··· ·--·-·· . 
' . 
------- - . ------- '-·-- .. 
C 
. .,, 
given· iridi·'7idual after he has solved a certa~n problem or problems \ · !. 
p -•.• 
.. ' 
. t. . . 
' ' 
. ' 'l 
.--· c--c·.,'=" - - - • •cc·.·..:-~·_,._ •. __ ... 
• ,., • • -- ••'- - "'"' ---<• .. •; -••• ·••-e ·. -.,.-,.,, ·---•- ·--· •- •'-'·'·----,···~· ----~,··,--_ • • •;--.••:.._.;:-::-·.-~--.~.~·.,.,,,_ .:._:..:'..::~ . .: ·;•··• 
- - -- ' ".t-- - - .. , ·- - . 
. 




. . 54. I ( 
.. to somehow provide us either report or account of the processes that 
,, 
. '• he employed? Notice that this is different from the i11formation we 
... ·•-·-·:-- .. ' ',·;·· 
gain by having ll,im talk aloud while solving the prob!~Et ___ s_inc~ that _____ .~-···---- _ 
. . information only tells us what · steps -(and ·1n wha-t order)--he---is taki-ng;-· ------ - -
. -
. ... 1 
-· 







· in at t~mp,t_tp.g __ -_t.9:-:-:.~9J~v{;? __ th~: ... problem .•.. _ .... Th.e .. infc:>_~tion---we---'n.Q~J---s~e-k-:is·~:·::.-=~~-:'.'j~:::==-~= ·----. -- ·· ·--·--· -. ----···--·---·-:;:;-=:;-.,--:-.c·-:,·,c--:_~'.'..:·.:"'"'.~'---···:··::.· ... ·- . ·----··-- ······ -----·-·-· -- ·-- - -- . 
. 
~-
------- - . -'·----
- -- - ----------
. -
-------------·-·--~----·-~------- --- - . ~~-.------- .. wbat--proces-s-or ·--procedu-re-·· d-id-··he-·emp·l-oy in ·gene·rating·-·-cnes·Er··Etn.d· iifity··---:··-------_.;-. - · .. 
. . -- ·- --- • - - - -
_i. t_hese steps in the given order • 
,.. 
Moreover, he could . intros·p·ec t not only about _ the process -~-------- -----
by which h~ generated his attempted ~olution steps .but also about . --·----·--·-. ......'..--------~----\-. ·---- ···---···-· ·-· . --· . 
·;.'.::',~' .:___..._~----· 
.. 
-, .. ·, 
•"f"-• -- ·---·---- - ----· ----· • 
<I 
whether or not he performed certain steps mentally but, for some 
a 
reason, did not verbally or graphically .report them during the 
--problem-solving period. 
Now if N.S.S. utilized introspective reports for these two 
uses, one could certainly argue that this· represented phenomeno-
logical elements in their methodology. Indeed, Natanson's remark 
that "In particular, such methods must take into primary acco~unt 
.., the intentional structure of human consciousness ••• " seems to imply 
that certain mental acts, such as the decision to refrain from 
· · something, · may produce no noticeable physical behavior and may go 
, C 
unobserved if one simply concentrates on behavior. In our case 
\~ 
__ _. __ ___:. __ ·-. --·-
_,_,_____ -----1-'o.=-c~_.c.=.-- ~-· =---~--~--~-~--~--~· ~-----=----,----- c·ertain problem-so'lving steps may be taken mentally~ but £-or some 
_\ 
reason (say· that of subsequent decision on the given individual ts • ~ .,, • , 
I 
-,part tqat the step was wrong ~.r stupid) may not have been verbally. 
. -- - ----·--·· .~. 
Qr grapliica11y noficeaole. The ·_same -over_t--act (in our case th~ .. 
- '~----·~·'--·-
- ---- ·- - --·- -- ----- --· -- -- - ----
. 
.. . 
-- ·- --- . -----a---
·- _;;·-:- ·- '=-: -=-;:,:- _ 





same problem-solving step) .may ·be performed by two individuals 1but 
- - - - -----------~-:-;- ·,' 
' 
. -
... -. '·- - -·-·- .... -
. . .. ___ ~or wholly di~ferent intentions or reasons (in ·our case as -a- resQ-1-t--~----~~~-···· .·; _____ .. -==-:- ·_, _______ . -·~-----·· · ____ -_. __ .,;... 
.. 
~f- ·different· problem-solving processes) ~ 
-------·- ." .. 
'?: I . 
, ...... 
• • I 
·- ·····•------·---·--····- ----·-- _____ : ... ~-----~---··-··------------·-· - -----·------·--1-··------------- ···- ----~-----···- ··------·-·-· -·-··--·-···---------
--·-
... -~~-·-·~~::<~-- .-.·· 
",'/•, 
/ - .· 
·I 








' ' So the question. of plienomenolog_i.cal elements in N.S.S •. · 
. : : 
. 
'' methodology .seem. to reduce to the question of -whether·N·;·s~-s-;·:wou·1·a ·-··-------~-"-_ ~---··· 
------ -------------··· ·•. ··----,- ---··--·~--·- ..... . 
'• . ··-···· .. , 
. ' . 




., -.. .-. .: -_-,_-, ----~-- - -----· --- . 
-Al~though: N.s.s. have·made no actual statement on this issue, it 
,.·:1 
' ' 
..... ·- - - - - -
·--·--·· -- ·----·-·---··-~-- ' ---·~-:-:-e--· ~.,-
• .,.._ ..•. - ...... ~ .... -~··-•··••••- • •, -~•r•o·, ··--· ' • woul·a···a11pea·r·-·thEfc··-·cney ___ :-_wo1l!a·-· rtoc···-ma1tif·-use--·or~·-s1icn.··--r-eports--·foj:· . toe· · -.. ---· - :c··_ 
. . 
•• ,,,••• -~"••••""" -••••• •" ----•·---·•• •·-----•• ·-~«••--• -·•••-··-·--- -·- -· -··•••-•••••••--•·-------·• ----·•• ----·- ··-~---··-•-• -····----·-••••s~·•-• --·•• •••• ·- •·-·•-·--••·•·-•••• •••• •• ••••• ••" "•• •••--••·-------·•• .-·------·------------· • -- • 
---- --··--··-·-···----···--· --
-
·---- ' - - ' 
·------ •... 
·' 
-· - - -- . 
. , 
. following reasons. For ·L.T., N.S.S.--never actually attempted the 
type of verification mentioned earlier (page 42) t·1herein the output 
. \.' 
'l' 
;,, .. t ~ 
of L-. T. for a given problem is .compared with the verbal or written 






employing the same methodology N.S.S. did attempt sue~ ·verification 
, 
for a later computer program. In comparing the computer _output with 
.. 
. 
the give~ individual's performance (called .'~human protocol") N.s.s. 
--
have remarked:(50) 
••• a number of things appear in the computer 
trace that have ·no correspondence in the human 
protocol - most prominently, the references here 
---- ----·--, - . ,··-.·~----,-.,, .. 
in the trace to rules· 5, 7, and 80 We cannot (Italics mine)· 
tell whether these omissions indicate an error +f-.."'"'; ' 
., in the theoryj or whether t~e subject noticed 
the !ules in guestion but failed to mention 
them aloudo. -
This quote seems to imply that there is no ~vert serious- consider-
ation by N-.s .s. of the use, of introspective reports to determine 
______ ,, ---·c· .... --------· - _,. __ .. - . ~~-- . - . whether or not a given· individual·· in ··a-t tempt·tng·· "t"o-solvtf a pz:oblein - --" '~"-· .-~, -=-~-·. ~="~-~'~" 
• I •• ' • ~ ·-
perfo~ed certain mental acts but did not mention them (v~rbally or~ 
graphemically) for some reason or other. . • : r "· 
~- . 
.. 
. . " . ' 
- - - s -· ----- - -·- •• ·-- -- , ____ , ___ ... _--,.- ____ ---- _.:. ____ • __ --
' 






- ~ / " ~- t •' With respect to ·the use of intro·spective reports: ·1:0 ··~eter-,· ·. 
. .;. ... 
. -· - - . 
. ... : .---.-·~·•_,----~·:·-----mine theprocessesemploy~d .. ~n problem-solving, N.SoS., again, have -
. .• -~.,~ 
~ . . ..~ .. ! ,, 
' ' 
. ,,_ .... 
. . ... "\. ., 
I . made no actual stateme.nt. 
• '•••,.';• I 
H9wever, . they have . rem.arked: (_51) _ _ .. . . ________ _ 
' . 
'"-.., ·! .. 
,· 
.. 
-·· .. , ... ·--.··--·---·-·· ;··•-·-· 
" .. 
· .. / . ,. 
>/ . .... 
., \ 
--- -- ' 
------ - - ---- . /' 
-- ···,;·--- 1 
" : 
. _//,.. . ....... ~ .. ____ .. -
__________ _. .. ------ .... -------.. ----·-.--, ----•---------
l ·-:·c -- ~- • 
~.,'I - - ::.. -·- • --- - ·--··-·• - --- -
,==:,____: ______ --·-·-= . ·-···-···-···-······· -~--·-·-···-···-·····- - - - - "·b 
., ,::\'' ' 
. ' 
' ' 
·,~ '· . 
. ' 
. ···_. ,,,' ' .. 
~ -
.. ·.f _I 'I 
. . 1 • • • 
! 1 , , I 
.. ' ' 
' .. ':" 
'- ( 
". 
We can, in fact, find a number Qf attempts iri 
the psychological literature to explain be~-
µavior in terms of programs -- or th.e prototypes 
thereof o o o oQui te,. recently :J and apparently , , 
independently, we find the same idea applied 
. . by Jerome S ~ Bruner and his associates to t_he 





• j 'f 
~. ' . 
... I 
. ----- ... -~-~-:---· -·~-~~.~~~-~------.-~:-·-_- __ ·-,· ---=:·_- term 80strategyn derived. from economics and -----~-· ------,- --·-----· ---~~-------- · __ . ____ ,_ 
! . ' 
. • .• . 
. • 
. - .·--· -·~-- .....,__, ___ ---~---
~---· _ _ __ · : ______ _,____ __ _ _ . ~--- __ ...... .,---- _ ___ _game __ :t heQcy, _for·· -wha~t ____ we___:_;l1ave- -cal-1 ed~-a--- - ~- - --=--- -_- ----=-:-~: ~--_..:.. ----;-~-=--~--- ;--- ~- ·:-:-· --•-=------=-:--:: • ----- -- ; 
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--f. 
__ . --··---·--· ------------ --- ---- . - - . ___ " - --- - - - -
> 
.. . - ------- --- --· -·- ---· 
' 
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" It seems reasonable -to in.te·~p:ret this quote·--a·s--a-n---a-s-s-e-r·ti-on. , 
" . 
. b.y N.s.s. of a strong methodological similarity between Bruner's 
·- approach to concept format--ion and their approach to problem-solving. · 
• 
, 
If such a strong methodological similarity does ex_ist, then the 
following remarks of Bruner seem to indicate that N.s .. s.' methodology· 
. wbtild seem to consider introspective reports irrelevant.<52) 
Let it be said at the outset that a strategy as we 
are using the term here does not refer. to a con-
scious plan for achieving and utilizing information. 
The'question whether a person is or is not conscious 
of his strategy, while interesting~ is basically 
irrelevant to our inquiryo Rather a strategy is 
inferred from the pattern of decisions one observes 
in ~ problem-solver ••• 
In sum, it appears that N.s.s.·•s approach is not strQngly 
. 
. phenomenological. T~us, any claim that their methodology incorporates 
. .. --- .. 
-
. .-., .. 
- :-, ... ,... . ,. - . 
both phenomenological and naturalistic elements in any significant 
way is more a wish 'than it is a, fact. -· 
. --~-------------
,- ., 
----.----------~·--··.cc.=·-=· =--==="----=----....c........· --=~.cc_~ __ -_,.c:c._Anotlier po~i~rit wo .. r~th meritioning' ·coriceriiing- ff~s-·~s·:·,-- methodo·~- ---~-'.-·--
' logical approach is that they are aware of the fact that for a given 
phe~omenon, there are levels of explanation. 
~ ------.... . ' 
---···-:-:---- H. A. Si~on· states:(53) 
--·- -- ·------.--·--'.--'-· - ------·-·------,--- ·- -
. -.. -------' ... 
'·,' .. 
, . · · - ... ·-----The goal .in· si~ulat~ng complex human beh~vior ,,is 
"·-·· ___ ...... --·-·-· ..... .. the same as the goal in simulating neural nets: .. - - . -- . .. ~ .-. -
· we wish to explain the behavior o But - the inf or- -- --~-- -.-. ----- ----






















· · ·, --_·-- ·.-~-~-. -··-.·--------··1.· n s· tages o They· £1.· rs.,,... reduce the complex behavi· pr · .-----.. ·-------·· ·· · _, .. --------.-.-- ·.-. -·--.-----... -.. · · 1 . ., ..... __ ._:_ _____ .._ __ · ........ .", .. · . .::..:...__._.~_:" ~.. . . . '- (, ( 
/ . 





'/ : .. -----
,f ' 
... - ; .. , ·-
- -.:. 
< ' • 
, .. , ...... ;_y I 
.. ' 
.. _., -.... ·•···· 
·' 
- - ... - - --- - - --L I 
--------~- --
.. .,. ' 
" ' 
' 
as yet, been observed directly in the human · 
braino The hope, of cou~se, is that when we, 
know enough about these processes, it will be 
possible to explain them at a still more 
,fundamen.tal level by reducing them to systems 
of neural eve,nts o 
57 
·- '~ ,. -
. - .\ 
' ' I~ 
-, 
.. ·, . 
' ' 
' . . - . 
---- - ---·-··---..... .· ···-·-·---'--~---- .. ~ --- ~. -: . . . ~ 
,, ' - -When this stage is reached, theories in -- --- ---------'------.... ----~ .. --~-,--"'~ •,cc_·· -.cc,,cc__,___ __ , __________ . __ ' 
-·\ ~~~-~~::· :_~~~- ::===~ ~ . ---- -- -- __ p_s_y_c_h_o_lo_gy __ ~Jil.l ___ b_egin __ to ______ r.esemble -theories -_ . · , . . -
-. -- --- --- if1---ge·net-i·cs·-·an:ct· irr··-t:hEr ·b·i·o-~physica-1- -s-cienc-es·-------------'---------- ---
---- -------'-4-- -----fn--·-the ir·---hi·era·rchica 1-· s-truc-ture·o ------At- --the-·- --·" ........ ____ __ 
. ' ) 
/ 
highest (but least fundamental) level will 
- ------- ------~-- ---·--·---------------- ··-- -- be info1.111a tlon processing theories of overt_ - --- -- -·--- -----~_:__:__-=_---------------------- _ ............. _________ ··-··----·--
' ' . 
. = . 
behavior 9 ___ .At __ ~_h~ _ n_~~t level_ tvill l"l~--!1~U-~Q __ ".'.: _____________ --~--:---:-- __ 
-- ------------------------ - . logical theories explaining he"tv elementary --- . ____________ - __ _ 
. -., 
information processes are implemented in - ----- -· ---------- - --- --- ------ - --- ---------- -
. ' 
the ·braino At a still more .fundamental-- -
__ - __ -._ -- -----··.·-~----,-- ---~--- .... , ... ··· ---··-•--.· - . ,····---- - ---
-·· -~---· - --- ----· - -
. 
- - ---,---- ---· - .. 
·~ . . 
level_. will be biochemical theories reducing 
the neurological mechanisms to physical 
and chemical termso Information processing 
theories of thinking neurological theories, 
and biochemical theories are complementary, 
not competitive» scientific commodities. 
We shall need all three kinds, and perhaps 
others as well~ before we shall understand 
the human mind o" 
This realization that there exist levels of expla1'ation 
is not at all new. However, it is methodologi~ally important in 
this connection since it fosters -the realization that a given 
range of phenomena may be explained at different levels and that 
the techniques or means of explanation used are not. nE.3cessari.ly 
the same., at ail levels_. Failure to realize this produces not only 
useless debate but also· unfruitful efforts in trying to use the 
- ---- ·- -
methods of explanation at one level on another level. Moreover, 
< 




. .. ·--~ . -. '. -- ---·-.·,-··- -
, 
·~· - .. 
---- --------------------_----_----_· -------=-------------s-o-c-i-al---sc-iences-(be-ing-,-aware--o-f~ l-evels of--expl-a-na-t-ion---but---neve-"E-th~less --------- - __ ,_: .. ; 
--- -- _______________ ___. __ _ 
not'mentioning them) lead, wilfully or not, an inexperienced reade~ 
~ 
to believe that.there is only one sound methodological technique for ' ,-. 
' -
~ ... . . 
... ·- '"····-···· -·---~---------~-·-~-------·-··- ·-·· --·-· ····-
~ · •.. ,. . 0 
· ·, .. - . investigating all so.cial phenomena.- ~or. example, i~ ~writing on the, 
notion of ideal types, (S4)carl Hempel states that the theories · 
'• 
" ' 
I ' . 
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natural -sciences. Now Hempel is surel'y a1v1are tha·t a given range of 
.. 
. . . 
economic phenomena can be· explained at many different levels usiilg - ------------------~ , 







.. ·-·-·~.,-~. ~-_,,, ... -=-=--~~~,~~--~--,-.--,,-_- ---
overtly at least suggests to tll.e inexperienced (perhaps, even 
---------- ----------- ----------·-·--···---- -----------~-- - --- ---~--------------------- -- --- ------ __ , ______ ---------------------------------4 -- ~ -
• . 
--- ----~--~------11expe-:Fienced). reader that one would do well to emulate iri other -- -----------
------;-~-----. ~.--- .... areas a.nd/or levels of e~lanation the scientific. methods as usea 
--~·- ·--1 ---- .. .~- - ----- -
-
____ --·~--·------ -----~- · · ____ in analytical e¢onomics. ~- - --· -- -·---- ·------------·- --··-------
. In· short, N .S.S.' acknowledgement of levels ·of explanation -- -- -~----~~~--- -- --) - -- -- -·--·- . ---- . r------- -------··--·-~ --- - .. . . ~ 
' 
. wi-th the attending possibility that different level.s require differ.ant 
means of explanation~ suggests a real desire to avoid the question 
of ontological priority of one method over another, and instead 
'views alternate methods as complementary rather than comp.eting. 
\ Earlier we attempted to show in general tenns of methodology 
how N.S .s. I approach incorporated both tehe naturalistic and the 
phenomenological approach. It would seem worthwhile to be more 
speci~ic and examine some of the contemporary psychological theories 
., 
concerning human thinking and note what advantages', if any, are 
_, 
gained by N.S.S.·' technique. This will be accomplished by fi~st 
outlining two prominent contemporary approaches to human .. thinking 
~---'---'-----___ -_-·-_---------a-ad---secen-dly--ne-t-ing advantages or disadvantages of N. S.S. ' approach. . " 
when compared to --each of them. 
.? 
,-
The first approach that. is considered. is highly,: dep~_n.de~~ 
-- --- -- - --'- : .. · ... - --- -- ·.·" - ___ ' 
. - ····-··· --·· -~-f --·---- - - - ---- - - ---
. 
-
, ... ,' 
. , 
_._ ____ --- - ________ .,..._ -
····· . .. 
.·., .. - ---·· --·~· --···,·--·--.-- - . -
on the use of what is known as fac-tor analysis. The technique of 
// - - -·· 
.. 
" . - ···-·· .. --.- . ), 
·· factor ~n~lysis is involved and complex but the following example 
' ' 
. --·-·· ·.:..-...-·. .. ~ -,.. . -··-· 
should serve to give the reader some notion of its. use: (SS) · , ". -.-- . -~---· 
;, . 
{. ' 
" ---· "', -·-
. 
;--·.' 
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-Assume. tha-t 24 differen·t tests, which may be referred to 
·as 'Test A';· 'Test B 1 , ••••• 'Test X', respectively, have ·been 
\ ~ . 
' . 
./ 
administered to each of 200 individuals. The· ·question may be raised. 
. / 
, -------~s to ~,hether ,-Jha t is- measured b'y Test A is_ the same as. iqha t is 
_-_:_ -~-=--cc ---· _-___ ~ _ _. ._-_ ---___ -__ 
- - -,.-, - ---- --· - ; 
------ ---- ---~ ·---------
----- • _:.._,·,--- _. __ ·6'-: 
-------- ·------------· - ------------- ----- --
.. 
-- -··-·------·-··'-'--'-~--...,_-_. 
- ---~---- - . 
-·- -·------------ m~asured by Test n or_ by any of the remainder of the 24 te·sts. · Or 
-- -- ---- ------------- --·--- -------------------- -- --~ ----
- ---- - --··----·--·---~-~.---·----------·----------~------
' . -- ' 
- ----·- " 
_ ---tlie--quest-ion may· be -raised -a-s- to -h9w-11lany---d-i-f-:ferent basic··_ var-i-ab-1-e-s=--~------
---------------- -- ./'/ 
are required to account -- for the .. variations in perfonnance observed __ - -~ 
in the .24 t~sts.· The first step in answering such questions is to 
•' 
. . -·- - - . . -· ' . ·- --- --.- - . --:-- -
I_ . 
compute the correlation of every test with every other test. 
·:_·:: . .:._:·.~:: · .. :· ... · -·····-··--- -=· __ -__ --~,- -- ----- - -~- - --
' . 
. ' p - • ~ , . 
resulting correlation coefficients form a table which is-referred. 
,· 
to as a correlational matrix. By a factor analysis of the matrix,. 
__ ... __ _ 
--- --
--· - - --------- -· -- -
------ one can then detennine how many \independent (uncorrelated) factors 
are needed to accountcfor the-observed intercorrelations among the 
24 tests, and also how heavily each of the tests is loaded (weighted) 
, 
,, 
with each of these factors. For example, only five different factors 
. 
might be necessary to account for the intercorrelations among the 24. 
tests; thus, Tests A,B,H, and M might all be found to be loaded 
rather heavily by Factor I, Tests B,D,J,W, and X by Factor II, etc. 
---•-- - - . -~:) 
Ordinarily eac~ test will be loaded.with more than one factor; in 
~ ot~er words, only ~arely will a test be a pure measure· of a single 
---------_L·-_-_.--_· --·_-------=----· ---_ --.--fae·tor~ - -ll- two -er mor·e · tests- have -ess-ent-i-all-y--·the same loa-di-ngs-----~ -
' . ' 
' 
__ tlfe same factors, then .what .is measured by one is essentially the 
same as-wh~t is measured.by the other(s). The nature of each factor 
-6------- ------·------·.··----·------ --·-·· ••. - . 
is infe·rred from the properties which are connnon to the tests on 
--------~-';·~.---~i--:--:~---·1 -- ·whi·ch it· .loads. hea~ily; disagreement sometimes occurs as to just how 
• ' - • I ' 
• • • 
_,, : ' .. ' 
a particular· factor is to be interpreted •. ----- --,--~·-----------·- -__ -~----··---
~· 
' ' . ·-··· (, 
••.. {ti,· 
. - ------ -.-•--·-···- .. ,··--------· 
... 
. ' 
. . ' , 
'•,/ .. 
,• ~... ' . : ,•. 
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Directing their, qtie~tions as those con-
.· :..:. 
cerning the different kinds of operations involved in·, 
. . \· 






~--.- --- _______ , 
~ 
~.....___ . .·---· ~·--__ ...,..;....._. _ ______.:;:_ -
A - -d. G . ·1£·, d ('56} h- - -active in pursuing this ~pp-~o-~~g.. 
-- --~------------· 
__ ccQr .. 1.ng to _ u1 .or. --,----- - - . t ~---- __ _ _ -...:.. .... ..c;. 
---~' ' ~ . ----- _ _,, ---- - -·-- '• 
...... ------"·--·c,,o,,:-···--·· -· psychologist's first- step in ·the facto-r analytic investigation of-·- ____________ ,., ... , "'' 
l. 
- -- - -------~ 
-----------
- - --· --- ---.--~----,---,----------- ~- - -------------
---- -
' 
-- -- ~----·- .. ,- --
. ---· · --- · ·, •·. · .·n--~~=-·~---'--"'"··'··'"~·'·"·''"-'""· •·------ ... _.,, ... , .. ,._._ , .• , ...... c 
. ' 
- 0 - i __ In some ar_~a of behavior·, such as that of visual. 




l seeing·visual depth.is a function separate and , , .. ";} . . - -- - --- - - ----- .. -- ·--. - -- -- --· --· ·= _::._ __ -_c:· ----- ---- - ----- --distinct from all. other visual'°"'p .. erc.e·ption_ func .. tion~s-...----:-:------------:c------:------,~-___ ___,,, 
According to the hypothesiss, individuals should be 
expected to differ,from one another in ~bility-to 
deal with tasks involving depth perceptiono The 
investigator then sets ab9uL developing three oi 
I 
I 
more tests~ each of which he thinks should indi-




·, ..,. .•. : 
... 
-------:-~----·-
which is sufficiently different from others in 
this group of tests to ju~tify believin~ that 
they are not just alternate forms of the same 
testo At this stage, he has no basis for knowing 
whether all ofr the tests do indeed indicate ' 
individual differences in the same attribute and, 
if they do, to what extent they succeedo The 
investigator will think of other perceptual 
functions that he think.s a re dis tine t from depth 
perception and from one a~other and will develop 
a fe~v tests for each ·additional hypothesized 
factoro He will expect the pattern of inter-
correlations among all the tes~s so developed 
,i>." 
to tell him, throu&h __ the operations of_ factot: --~--~_:_ --------____ -___ .-___ ~~=--=-------~~-
- analysis, which of his hypotheses ·are supported 







-.'.-------·------···--- --- ··----- · ... ' . . -~ . 
-- ... _J"" Guilford has presonteda model for the representation of ··- -·. 
. ---- - - -- - - -------- --------
"the structure of intellect." The model is as follows:(57) 
ll - -· 
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-
-- ,. •'---- -·--· - ··--· - -- --··------ - --- ----- .. 
_,. ___________ ··-- - ---·- -·--
·-··-· --~-- -·-··-· -~-- ·--,~~ ·---- -- ., __ 
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. ·As can be seen, one dimension of the model divides factors· 
'1 - . I 
• I ; 
' 
· in· tenns··.of the .kinds of processes or operations involved. 1• Of the 
•• - . • • ·, ••• • ~ •• •• 
- ····,,-----· I ••• •._ -- ----
( • ,i 
.. .: ffve. classes rep;resented on this dimension, memory_ (involvi_ng storage_ 
.. -•4 " 
- , ... -· .. -.::- .. ~.::-.: ._ ... ·., ... -: ... " .. '--.,------~- -__ . ---
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-- -~------------- --- - -- - -- --~---
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. , .· . .. . 
'. 
' : -~ . ' 
-~ 
· new information from perceived and remembered informat_ion, _as doe·s 
. 
_______ .. __ _ 
······- -· .•. --------···--·-··· ..... -- - - ... ~.....----,,c----,-~--c----,-:-
convergent production. The distinction.between tliem is that in 
divergent thinking, a variety of answers is produced, whereas con .. 
vergent thinking leads to one' right answer or to a recognized· best 
answer. Evaluation is concerne.d with op_erations for determining· 
. . 
---·- ___ ,, ____ ·-·~------ - - -- -·· 
wfiefhet information which is perceived, remembered or produced meets · · · 
certain criteria. 
In the second dimension o~ the model, factors are divided 
in terms of the kinds of products that result from thinking or from 
cognizing or remembering. I 
In the third dimension, intellectual factors are classified. 
in terms of kinds of contents. Figurial content is.concrete material, 
. -~ ~-- ------------'-· 
.. information perceived directly through the senses (e.g., visual - --- - - - - -- - ---- - - ---- - --- -
perception of_ color) whereas semantic and symbolic include abilities. 
,. 
involved in dealing with abstract material; SYJllbolic material is 
composed of letters; digits and other conventional signs, and 
semantic material is in the form· of verbal meanings or ideas .• 
.. 
" 
- -·--·--··--· .... ~ 
Although no' factor yet discovered f.alls within this categ':)ry, the 
b~havioral categ~ry is included in the model purely on theoretical 
.... grounqs to represent the- general area sometimes called "social 
., 
intelligence." .. •· ' 
' ~ ' 
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~ I I , " • 
The above model includes cells for which no fac.tors·· have, 
""~ · yet b~en identified and more than. one fact.or ·may ~e ·found in some 
...... ··-- ····-··. -----. -·--;--;;,-- "··----; ---~ 
- - - --- - ~· ··-.-. 
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-ne--c-aTfiru1e "cr1n1carmetnocr~n--1ne-•1cn.ni~aliriuethOd158-}1s- -- :_ -- ··· _·· · ·· - · -
characterized by somewhat flexible quE!.stions put to the subject ·in 
an attempt to probe ·his understanding of concrete situations with 
_ which he·is presentedt ·· If the subject does not reach the correct 
answer initially, the experimenter may try to elicit it by the use 
of additional questions~ Such a procedure·is·supposed;J' provide 
a sort of "testing of tp,tf,(limits" by which one can judge whether 
"l~.-11" . ' 
the unsuccessful subject is truly incapable of fo_nnulating the 
correct answer. Unfortunately, in presenting his results Piaget 
does ·not provide quantitative data but simply provides a number of 













sample protocols for illustrative purpose. In fact,'he often does 
not indicate even the number of subjects or nature of the sample 
~pon which the conclusions are based. 
In order to give the reader a general impression of Piaget's 
thought:, the following brief description of, the five general stages 
from birth to adolescence that he believes are involved in the 
development of thinking is presented: (59,) 
I. The Sensori-motor Stage (birth to 18 months· or 2 years) 
precedes the appearance of true thinking. During this period, the 
' infant operates on a pre-verbal lei1el; 1 ;he is -unable to produce 
·t·• • 
:_··.--.:~·~:~~---·=:--~-----------~--_::=-~~~-~-,,·1-·mer1tall-y any iinguis tic or non-linguistic images · or representa·tions -
. . . 
- . - . 
. , 
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. fact, Piaget distinguishes some six substages within it. 
,· ... 
-#--·~!' '' .. ···-~--·----- "ll ___ _ - ~-- - - - - - --~ ------~--- II. The Pre-conceptual Stage (2 to 4 years) involves the J · . . .. -·. beginning o/ fully internalized, representational activity. At t:his ... _ .. 
,:~ ~ =:_=-_-_~,~:;~ · tinl~, the ~hild develops the capacity to respondt6-~Sym~~-:;~.:-riJ·a1~~~j ~·~----·---~--
. 1 ___ : ~--- ---------- ---~------~·1 - _... 
- - -- - - --------------- - .. ------
1 . .. . "'\ 
. .. . t. 
, ----···----·-----_::~~---.;__-- --· · ___ c_. ___________ : .•. fo.r----P:iaget· -thi-s .. capac-it-y- --is- fundamen-ta-1- to- the·- ·deve-lopment ·of·· ·both ------------·-··---, ·-·· · ·----------
.-
. , 
-- -- - ---- --~ _ thougll.t .and . language. Symbols ar-e generally. preli~guistic and . . -
-
-
- - ' l. -
per·sonal, whereas. signs are arbitrary, based ··b;1 social convention, 
" The symbo.ls ·and signs which now __ . in ~~;~fi!-~ _wo~~~ , 1 ingu is tic forms • 
------------ --------- --- -------·-·---· -----
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1 become available do not permit---t:rue conceptual activity. Rather, 
the child can employ only what Piaget calls' "pre-c_oncepts",-something 
~idway between a class concept and the individual members of the 
class.· The child at this stage cannot decide whether successively 
encountered instance_s are the same or different members of a class·~ 
III. The Intuitive Stage (4 to 7 years) is a time of· 
transition. in that several developments during it come to fruition 
only in the stage which follows. One clear improvement at this 
stage, however, is that the child can now grasp the -notion of a 
class with several similar members. But he cannot yet manipulate 
\, 
or coordinate clas~es in thought dealing with the· relationships 
. . . . -
among them. The child cannot see.a situation as a set of causal. s " - . 
;rrelations but only as a· perceptual configuration; together with the 
possible modifications which he could prod~ce by his own actions of 
pushing, picking up, etc. He can carry out simultaneously in thought 
------- -
--· , .. _, ______ ,, __ . 
only those manipulations which·c~uld be performed simultaneously in 
- . . 
·-------------,-·----- -- .. --
:~.: 
__ . '" --·--·-··--- _ ---------------=·~--- _ · overt action~ ,.. . 
··--·------~------, - ·-·.-·---~------
.•.. -
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IV. The Sta_ge of Concrete Ope-rations (7-8 to 8-11 years) -
is characterized by the appearance of true operations. Operations 
-~- -.. , - .·· are actio:gs which-are "internalizable, reversible, and coordinated 
l', 






into systems which ar8· characterized by laws, _which ~p~-~t_t~-:~~ _ · -__ .· .-=-::·,~="=: .J -===-=====-s-===· - ·""-. -----~---·· --· -------- .. ... . . . . .. -- --······· --- ... -· ._. -- . f ..•• ··--· • ---------------------.--- .... 
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_M 
_ · · .-_ _- _ - _ system as ·a whole~" 
. 
_______________ _ 
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years) continues the trend, important in earlier stages,-of the sub-
~ ----- - ----
F'~-~~--C---~~~--·flo~rdination of reality to possibility, ·and, for the first time, 
'· ~ . 







· possibility becomes_ more, import~nf in thinking than reality. 
----~--~"':"-- • -
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' 
Thinking atA''this stag~ is characterized by the fact that the ·1ndi-
vidual now deals ~ot only with objects, classes, and si!llple relations,. -
but with verbal statements about these elements, with propositions 
' 
and relations between propositions. 
Let us now make a comparison of Guilford and Piaget w~th 
N.S .s.' work. 
' As mentioned earlier the factor analytic approach of 
-Guilford is concerned with searching for the smallest number of 
factors which will account for the intercorrelations among the· 
. empirically measured variables. Al though this approach provides· 
for well controlled ·data ga-thering, clear specification of the 
operations defining the constructs, and the testing of hypotheses, 
........ 
several limitations present themselves. 
. -
First, since a single investigation involves the admini-
-stration 'of a fairly large number of tests to each of a large 
)\ 
' 
number of subjects, the tenns which, ca,n be allotted per item is very 
small. Since t~is results in tests that include only very. short · ~~·. 
. ' 
. • rJ, 
-· -------· ------\ ----------~~-
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kinds of ·pro~lems may escape discovery. by factor analysis .• 
1 
The 
. . .. r. 
app~oach . of N oS. So is not limited, in . this way. . _ -------·--
65 
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Secondly, the factor analysis approach provides a list of~ 
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·- . - ---------· -... - :. 
--·-·-··· ________ ,, _____ - - ------ --· - '---- -- -~--- ~------ ---- -- ~ -, -- ------ --- -
-- . .. 
·; 
. -~. . . solving a problem or.- "making ·a· dec-:fs:i.on~-- ----t~ie"have mentioned ·eartier··:---.. -·-··--·-· ____ ,. __________ ...... ,, ..... 
that N.s.s.' approach i~ __ based_on _the notion of a complex information ____ ·---~· 
.-~-~-'-----
-- -----------------~....._.:,______________ --· -----·----·· . 
... 
• 
processing system, where "complex" meant: a) there is a large- ,, \ - ........ __ ------
-· ----------------- - -- - -- ·--
'c-..,. 
-------,.----~~-- number of different kinds of processes, all of ,~hich are important-, -
although not necessarily essential, to, the performance of · the total 
system; b) the uses of tb,e proc·esses are not fixed and i~variable, 
--- ----------'-· --:--· ... ····. ·L· 
' . 
. 
but are highly contingent upon the outcomes of previous processes 
and on information received from the environment; c) the same 
-
processe$ are(used in many different contexts to accomplish similar 
---- £--unctions towards different ends, and this often results in organi-
zations of processes that are hierarchical, iterative and recursive 
in nature. 
Now, at fir.st glance this might tempt one to indicate that 
N.s.s.• approach also suffers· from the same difficulty as· Guilford's. 
___ -------~-~- . · ______ However, although the processes_ are not fixed and invariable, the 
meta-process that determines which processes, are to be used is ,fixed. 
This meta-process is simply called the executive ro~tiD.1 (as 'We 
mentioned earlier) of a computer program. Thus the approach of N .• s.s.,. 
in contrast to the factor analysis technique, al,-1ays provides a 
' ' 
. comple_te and unambiguous statement of how the elementary processes 
. i..., 
--· 
- ·--·-·~- ,-- , __ -- -- -- · of the theory fit together. 
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The above :Rroblem seems to be pres·ent in ~·slightly different 
~-
I 
· _ -.form in1 th~ work of ];>iaget. - · We hav,e mentioned and -b-riefly dds6:-ibtid. ----------- ·------- -- ----------- · 
" _. the five stages that are involved' in the development of thil.11cing. 
•• •·••r·-•- , •• ---- ··-------------t-----·- •---···--··- ••-- ,· • 
------. -
-~-' 
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stage. In fact, since Piaget uses the concept of ''stage" in several 
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I: .. volved are seen as involving "operatj._on o·f different .rule-systems•.t - -=-----'-----=--.. --=-------- . --T .. - --- r ,_ 
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. -,. . 
. 4-------· , it seems reasonable to co·nclude that a program written at one stage 
would be essentially different from·one written to simulate thinking 
at ·another stage. (60) 
In addition to this, Piaget's "clinic.al" method of obtaining 
data is not well controlled. In contrast, N.s.s.• approach (at least 
in data gathering) is simple and direct - the data is obtained from 
---------- - - --
a human subject who is asked· to use scratch paper as he·works a 
problem, or to think aloud.(61) 
Finally, we note that the constructs employed by Piaget 
are not clearly defined whereas N.s.s.• work is, characterized by the 
. 
cl~rity of operational .definitio~s. 
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VI -Conclusions 
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Karl Deutseh ·has stated(~2): \ 
. . . 
-·- .. - ·-..;~-- - --,..: -----'----,--·· "'T _,,_. ___ ;. ... 
. .. 
. ~ 
· · __ The Jlistory of many fields. of science shows a ~ -- . -- -----; ·_ -· · ·. - ---.-· -
. , · ~characteristic patterno Tl).ere is ·a time 'in 
------ __ 
_ :_,_ ':,:.::=:-:c-=0=,~"·-------------- -----===c===--=:;-=c:.-.:~-- Which 'the SC ience goe S · through a · phi lo Sophie~~~~ :··:----=::::=-:_-:.__~-----~~~--=-:Z;cc,.~-~-.-~..,--- ______ : ~·---~-~~:?:~ __ - ~~:~ 
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. ,.----- ----·-;;.-··--···- -----·,--~ -----
- ... 
---'-----------------'---=--· -____ the.o.ry., ...... on .general concep.ts .an·d -on the question- ·~ - ----- ------
-
------------- .. --_ .. _J.~g of _tli~ ft.it1_ci~met1.1;aJ -cJ.s.$iit11ptions and met,hods ___________________ =-.==_:_=:___ ------- - --
-·-·---------------·-------.. -.. ------------·-·--·- - ' · by which knowledge has been accumulated. ,, ·~ \ 
.,I -- - -
' . , ! It .~ 
N. S.S. believe that their approa~h ___ to human ___ J~!olllem- · 
-- . ---- ------------'------------+-------------·- ----------------
· solving will "prove _ fruitful in the development of theories. of 
- . ---·-•--· - - ---
------~-human learning, perception and concept forma,tion. (63) 
. 
·· Now, if we consider psychology to be a science, then 
I 
N.S.S.' attempt to develop a theory of human problem-solving based 
" 
-------~ --- -----~--- - - -
---~~-=------· 
on the use of computer programs would seem to constitute a new 
philosophic stage for the psychology of human thought. We have 
shown how their work differs from other attempts to develop an 
_adequate.-theory of-- thinking.- - If one were ever to try to cite t·he - -. 
most distinctive-feature that distinguishes their approach from 
~-:i-"-
any of their predecessors it would seem to be the fact that a 
---theory according to their strategy would maintain sciel)tific 
rigor without having to limit itself to treat,ing only certain 
variables. 
H. A. Simon has remarked: (64) 
. . 
How shall we,_ for example, characterize the data from. 
--- a laboratory study of human problem-solving in order 
. ··--. -· _. ----- ·------ ----. --
to make these data amenable to mathematical and 
numerical an~lysis? We can count the number of 
. ' . 
. 
- .. - .. 
--------. 
: .; 
- :: ____ _,. -· ._ . ._._._ 
I • 
' - --·- --- ·----'-·--- -·-- -- ~ ---
. problems a. subjec~ solve~ in a given time~ and 
--~-~. -----assign s·cores to batteries of problems on the basis --- ---~-~__:__ _ __'__:., _____ .._ __ ~--,- •- ----- -
, !). ' 
. • 
· ·',',. . . . of such counts o tve can tally numbers of errors -~~d·-~-- --, . . . .,.- - - . -
of varidus kindso .But the numbers we obtain in . --·· '. ., ,. j • . 
--· ··-·-·· -------~ ....... :.-- .. ------------·-·~-------- -- - these vJays are pale shado-v1s of the subje'ct 0s actual . ···--··---.~-..-.-·-,·· __ ._...,_ --;-- -. .- ... -· . . . . 
•' . 
be-havior -- particularly his verbal bel1avior if he 
thinks aloud while solving the problem. . ' . 
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i. ' '68,. 
It would seem that N.s.s.·• approa.ch enables-one to ·\treat 
.:~ 
complex· v~rbal behavior with rigor withot1t first encod~ng ,it or 
forcing it into mathematical f·orm •. - This fact is, perhaps, the 
.. 
... 
•• ··-:--·-·--·-.--':· --·-·-------•·---. -·- - ...•.••• :-_ -::.::.-:.::.~.:-:-·---~ • "_:_'! 
. ' -::·:~ 
===--· - . ------~------------- - ______ .. __ , _____________ - ---------------------- - - - \, 
- . 
· keynote of the new per:spe·c ti ve N .• S. s .. ' approach offers to the 
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nofed that many problems· exist con-cernirrg the work of N. S.S. 
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stience are concerned with strategy; they attain the 
targets, or they accumulate experience indicating 




that the underlying strategy was wrong. 
. ,. 
I' 
Using Deutsch 9 s terminology, we can answer the above 
question as follows. We have attempted to provide a thorough 
. . 




(problem-solving in particular) and we have ~ought to illustrate () 
-
ef 
..,:,--------------------~--------~-' -·_: ____ -that their -approach did· indee.d constitute a new philosophic stage.,·_ y -




···---~- -- ---- ----------~------~--
pass thef·"test of the empirical stag~, that is, if the application of 
this approach is to actually provide us wi~h arty new and useful 
., 
. . . 
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Jcnowl edge, ·the problems we have enumerated must first be res.olved • 
--If this 'is not possible, we· must conclude that "the targets cannot 
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